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Abstract

This master thesis investigates the possibility of constructing a continu-
ously tuneable virtual cathode oscillator (vircator), which can be used as a
radiation source in high power microwave susceptibility testing carried out by
the electrophysics group at the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI). To
determine if a vircator can be made continuously frequency tuneable in a 10 %
bandwidth around a central frequency lying within the S-band two vircator
designs, the first an axial cavity vircator and the second a double anode vir-
cator, are evaluated with electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulations using the
software Magic3D. This thesis study focus on achieving continuous frequency
tuning in the two vircators’ using a minimal number of tuning parameters. The
axial cavity vircator is found to achieve too narrow tuning bands. Combined
with issues of occasional poor frequency stability and poor radiated microwave
power, the axial cavity vircator is concluded to not be a suitable radiation
source for high power microwave susceptibility testing. For the double anode
vircator a 10 % tuning band is observed around 2.24 GHz. The double anode
vircator also has good frequency stability and radiated microwave power across
the observed tuning band and is therefore concluded to be a suitable radiation
source for high power microwave susceptibility testing.
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Sammanfattning

Detta examensarbete undersöker möjligheten att konstruera en kontinuer-
ligt frekvensavstämbar virtuell katod-oscillator (virkator), som kan användas
som strålningskälla vid de tester av känslighet mot med högeffektsmikrovågor
som utförs elektrofysikgruppen vid Totalförsvarets forskningsinstitut (FOI).
Målet är att undersöka om en virkator kan göras frekvensavstämbar, inom
en bandbredd om 10 % kring en centrumfrekvens inom S-bandet. Detta görs
genom att utvärdera två virkatordesigner, en axiell kavitetsvirkator och dub-
belanodsvirkator, med hjälp av elektromagnetiska partikel-i-cell simuleringar i
programmet Magic3D. Studien fokuserar på att uppnå kontinuerlig frekvens-
avstämbarhet i de två virkatorerna med hjälp av ett minimalt antal variabla
parametrar. Den axiella kavitetsvirkatorn visades ge för smala frekvensavstäm-
bara band. På grund av ytterliggare problem med enstaka frekvensinstabili-
teter och emellanåt svaga mikrovågsstrålningseffekter, så bedöms den axiel-
la kavitetsvirkatorn inte vara en lämplig strålningskälla vid känslighetstester.
För dubbelanodsvirkatorn observeras ett frekvensavstämbart band om 10 %
runt 2.24 GHz. Dubbelanodsvirkatorn uppvisar också god stabilitet i såväl fre-
kvens som utstrålad effekt, över hela det frekvensavstämbara bandet, och den
bedöms därför vara en lämplig strålningskälla vid känslighetstester med högef-
fektsmikrovågor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General background and motivation

High power microwave (HPM) sources have been thoroughly studied since the 1950s.
The main research areas of HPM have focused on particle accelerator and non-lethal
destructive energy weapon applications [1]. Non-lethal destructive HPM research
was inspired by the effects observed on measurement equipment and street lighting
during high altitude nuclear testing in the 1960s. However after over fifty years
of research, few HPM weapons have been constructed and even fewer have been
deployed. Still the HPM research itself, combined with modern societies growing
dependence on microelectronics, information and communication technology, rises
concerns about communities’ vulnerability and sensitivity to high power electro-
magnetic (EM) pulses. It is general not a problem to protect a device. One could
just surround it with a Faraday cage, which would prevent the energy of the pulse
to couple into the sensitive electronics. However such a solution would prevent com-
munication with other devices, since the Faraday cage would also shield off the EM
waves used to transmit and receive information between devices. Most commercial
products are therefore not enclosed by Faraday cages and EM energy will couple
into them. Offensive HPM research has mainly military applications, but could
for example also be used by law enforcement to disable unidentified UAVs that en-
ters into restricted air space. It is therefore both from an offensive and defensive
perspective of interest to study the effects of HPM on both single devices, smaller
systems and larger networks. The microwave source used in such testing must be
able to generate a tunable narrowband signal, since a system is often more sensi-
tive to specific frequencies and polarizations. Today smaller devices can already be
tested after these requirements, in controlled test environments like reverberation
chambers and gigahertz transverse electromagnetic (GTEM) cells [2]. However, to-
day’s chambers are too small for testing large computer networks or larger vehicles
like e.g. helicopters. Larger chambers are already available, the issue is that a
large chamber requires a more powerful microwave source to generate the necessary
EM-field amplitudes. This issue is currently faced by the electrophysics group at

1
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the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI). Their currently used amplifier circuits
could be scaled up, but to extremely high costs. Instead a cost effective solution
would be to use a virtual cathode oscillator (vircator) as the microwave source. The
vircator is a common device in pulsed HPM research and has been studied since
the 1970s. A vircator could provide the needed EM-field amplitudes and output
power, but it is known to have a chirping1 broadband emission spectrum. Two
types of slightly modified vircators have therefore been proposed, which both have
the potential to provide a tunable narrowband signal. The first suggestion is to
tune the virtual cathode using an enclosing resonant cavity with a movable end
wall, to obtain a tunable narrowband stable output signal. The second suggestion
uses a cavity together with an electrodynamic feedback mechanism, to achieve a
premodulation of the electron beam that will govern the vircator frequency. This
thesis examines the feasibility of using these suggested vircator designs in HPM sus-
ceptibility testing. Models built in the EM simulation software Magic3D are used
to study and evaluate the designs.

1.2 Literature study
The first experimental publication of a virtual cathode oscillator system used to
generate microwaves was made in 1977 [3]. During the following decade numerous
virtual cathode oscillator designs and realizations where published. One noteworthy
design is the reditron. This type of vircator has been capable of generating a nar-
rowband output signal [4] with improved efficiency compared to the basic vircator
design [5]. However the reditron design incorporates externally applied magnetic
fields (B-fields), which makes it more expensive and a bit more complicated to
handle. This thesis is focused on vircator types that function without the use of
external B-fields. The reditron is therefore not further considered in this thesis
work, even though research has shown that tunable narrow banded reditrons can
be constructed [4, 6, 7]. The research of tunable vircators can be considered to
have started in the mid 1980s when the cavity vircator was presented for the first
time [8, 9, 10]. In this design, the vircator is placed such that it is working through a
wall of a resonant cavity or inside the cavity. The main research of cavity vircators
have remained focused on the designs proposed in 1987, namely the axial cavity
vircator [8] and a the reflex triode cavity vircator [9]. This thesis will continue the
studies on the tunable axial cavity vircator. Studies treating tunable reflex triode
vircators are still included in the following discussion of previous works, since these
have similar geometries and are described by the same physical equations as axial
cavity vircators. In 1991 studies of improved vircator efficiencies using the dou-
ble anode vircator began [11], which later was followed by studies of the frequency
tunability of the double anode vircator [12, 13, 14, 15]. For a detailed treatment
and summary of early works regarding the theory of virtual cathode oscillators the
reader is advised to consult other publications, see for example [16].

1Frequency increases over time
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1.2.1 Narrowband frequency tuning of axial cavity and double anode
vircators

Two of the first reported cavity vircators included moveable cavity walls that allowed
dynamic tuning of the cavity’s resonant modes [8, 9]. Both experiments gave clear
resonance responses around certain modes. The modes giving resonant response
where not the same in both experiments, due to different geometry and vircator
types being used. In both experiments it could be seen that frequency chirping was
suppressed, when a certain cavity mode was tuned to match the vircator frequency.
The expected behaviour of downward mode shifting by one mode number for main-
tained frequency, in a cavity shorted by half a wavelength, was shown with the reflex
triode [9]. A study of an axial cavity vircator observed resonant peaks that were
within 1–2 % of the theoretical frequency value of respective mode [8]. Hence the
cavity properties appears to be weakly affected by the inserted electron beam and
apertures. Nevertheless it was not measured whether the modes excited inside the
cavity in [8] is actually the modes theoretically expected. However the frequency of
the vircator itself is not being tuned in these two studies, instead the studies mainly
focuses on the enhanced microwave power obtained at resonant frequencies.

In a later study of the reflex triode, the frequency was modulated via changes in
the voltage applied across the diode gap [17]. The cavity used in the study had two
movable walls. Apart from tuning the cavity, these movable walls were also used
to obtain a symmetric potential between the real and virtual cathode. The result
indicated that a symmetric potential gave a more narrowband output signal [17].
Another study of a reflex triode also showed frequency tuning to be possible by
alternating both applied voltage and diode gap spacing [18]. One part of the study
investigated a continuous diode gap sweep between 3–13 mm using a stepsize of
0.25 mm. The sweep was made with constant applied voltage and showed fre-
quency tuning between 1.5 GHz to 5.9 GHz for the reflex triode vircator. However
since the study used a fixed cavity geometry without movable walls, only a discrete
and not continuous frequency tuning range was obtained. The tuned frequencies
found across the swept diode gap range was 1.5, 2.1, 4.1, 4.6 and 5.9 GHz [18]. In
comparison this thesis is aiming to obtain a fully continuous frequency tuning range
with a resolution about 1 % of the central frequency. Also of interest is that the
peak electric fields (E-fields) reported in [18] does not vary more than about a factor
of 2 across the discrete frequency range 1.5–5.9 GHz. Thus indicating that continu-
ous frequency tuning with fairly constant output peak E-field and peak microwave
power might be possible. Insignificant output microwave power variations have also
been found by another independent experiment, which also used a diode gap fre-
quency controlled fixed cavity reflex triode vircator tuned between 1.8–2.8 GHz [19].
However a later study made on the same reflex triode as in [18] showed a more un-
even microwave output power over the discrete frequency range [20].

An early frequency tuning study of an axial cavity vircator used a varying diode
gap to control the frequency [10]. Although the result presented shows frequency
tuning to be possible, it is unclear what type of tuning range was obtained. The
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study used a cavity with fixed dimensions and it is not stated in the paper whether
or not a discrete or continuous frequency tuning range was observed. The obtained
tunable frequency range was though found between 8–12 GHz [10], which is far
above the 2–4 GHz range that is the target range of our study. A later study varied
the current between 1.5–6 kA across the diode gap to tune the vircator [21]. This
work also used a fixed cavity resulting in that only two operation frequencies were
found, around 1.35 GHz below 3 kA and around 1.7 GHz above 3.5 kA. The vircator
was reported to lock to the resonant cavity modes around 1.35 and 1.7 GHz for as
much as 70 % change of injected current. Hence the operation frequency of the
cavity vircator appear to depend weakly on injected current. Thus to obtain a large
frequency tuning range, the axial cavity vircator seem to require variation in the
diode gap spacing. The vircator in [21] also had a 3 dB bandwidth around 1 %
at the resonant modes and a similar study even showed a 6 dB bandwidth of less
than 1 % at the resonant modes [22]. There is also a study made by a group of
Chinese researchers that investigated two specific modes in a tunable cavity with a
fixed diode gap spacing [23]. However the paper is poorly written and whether any
further frequency tuning investigations were undertaken is uncertain. The paper
makes several contradictory statements. For example it is stated that with a cavity
having a length of 164 cm and diameter of 93 cm, the modes TM211 and TM112 were
respectively excited at frequencies 5.13 GHz and 27 GHz [23]. However for the given
dimensions the resonant frequencies should theoretically be 0.53 GHz for TM211 and
0.43 GHz for TM112. This divergence from the theoretical values are not commented
in the paper and does neither seem to be caused by a typing error. A recent paper
studied two identical axial cavity vircators, for which a frequency tuning between
1.6-2.6 GHz was achieved by only varying the diode gap [24]. Though some of the
frequency measurements are reported to have a standard deviation up to 800 MHz.
It can also be noted that although supposedly identical, with the same parameter
values, the two vircators in [24] produces different frequencies and radiated power.
This study do also observe a frequency dependence in the radiated microwave power.

Frequency tuning research has also been done on some more elaborate axial vir-
cators that utilizes a multi-cavity design [14, 15, 25, 26]. The two vircator types
uses fairly different concepts. In [25], three fixed cavities are placed in series behind
the vircator, with frequency tuning enabled by variation of the diode gap. However
as in previous mentioned works using fixed cavities, only a discrete range of tunable
frequencies is reported. In [14, 15, 26] a double anode configuration is used. This
design has two anodes and two tunable cavities, with one cavity placed between
the two anodes allowing for modulation of the electron beam before it reaches the
second anode. A numerical study indicated the double anode vircator to be fre-
quency tunable within 20 % of the central frequency [27]. In experimental studies
the configuration was reported to have a tuning band of 7-20 %, dependent of the
power level at which the vircator was operated [14, 15, 26]. Double anode vircators
are also reported to require a smaller driving current than other vircators, which
therefore gives them an enhanced efficiency [14, 15, 26]. However some of the ex-
perimental results observed in [12] do not show any improved efficiency or increased
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microwave radiation, compared to other vircator designs. Simulations of the double
anode vircator studied in [12] did indicate an increased efficiency [13], but it was
never achieved experimentally. The studies [12, 14] uses the same vircator design.
However [12] only achieved a discrete frequency tuning range and [14, 15, 26] uses
more tuning parameters than this thesis work will investigate. For example in this
thesis study the diode gap, diode voltage and premodulating cavity dimension will
be varied, while the vircator used by [14, 15, 26] also varied the coupling window.
Since the number of variable parameters differs, the ability to affect the vircator
is different. Hence the studies must therefore be considered different, even though
they use almost identical designs. Nonetheless [14, 15, 26] has proven that a double
anode vircator can produce continuously tunable narrowband radiation. However
the question if continuous frequency tuning can be achieved in either an axial cav-
ity vircator or in a double anode vircator using fewer tuning parameters, will be
investigated in this thesis study.

1.2.2 Summary of current knowledge
The vircator has been studied for almost 30 years. During this period of time
both frequency tuning and narrowband output signals has been proven possible to
achieve with different types of vircators. To obtain a stable narrowband signal, it
have been found that one solution is to operate vircator inside a resonant cavity.
The three methods for tuning a vircator that has been studied are variations of an
enclosing cavity geometry, applied voltage and diode gap spacing. Tuning has been
shown over a large range of frequencies, although only discrete frequency tuning
ranges has been demonstrated for the simple axial cavity vircator design that will
be studied in this thesis. The double anode vircator has previously been shown
capable of producing continuous frequency tuning. However this was achieved with
several variable parameters, while our study will try to replicate the result using
fewer variable parameters. Ambiguous result regarding the frequency dependence
of radiated microwave power exist in the literature.

1.3 Virtual cathode oscillator (vircator)
The virtual cathode oscillator has a relatively simple physical design compared to
other HPM sources, such as reltrons, magnetrons and klystrons [28]. The most
basic configuration requires only an evacuated waveguide structure, a cathode, a
transparent anode and a voltage pulse generator capable of producing a few hun-
dred kV to a few MV. A schematic of the design can be seen in Figure 1.1 a). A
vircator can produce peak output power up to a few GW for pulse lengths of a
few hundred nanoseconds [1]. Although easy to construct, the vircator is notorious
for being hard to control and tune in actual operation. The most basic virca-
tor designs, sometimes called free-running vircators, are characterised by having a
broadband emission spectra and by exhibiting frequency chirping during the pulse
length. These are unwanted properties in susceptibility testing, in which a narrow-
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Figure 1.1: In a) an axial vircator is shown, while in b) a reditron design is shown.
The reflex triode vircator is shown in c). Note that the pulse generator is connected
to the anode and not to the cathode in the reflex triode design. An axial cavity
vircator is shown in d). In e) the multi-cavity vircator is shown and the double
anode vircator is shown in f).
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band output signal with a stable frequency is desirable. Nevertheless the broadband
emission provide a possible benefit, since it indicates that a vircator should be pos-
sible to tune over large frequency ranges. Three types of studied vircators have
already been proven to be both narrow banded and tunable. These are the red-
itron, the cavity vircator and the double anode vircator. A drawback of the reditron
design is that it incorporates external magnets, making it more expensive and more
complex. It will therefore mainly be neglected in this work, even though studies
of the reditron has shown promising results [4, 6, 7]. A schematic of a reditron is
shown in Figure 1.1 b). The cavity vircator exists in a few different versions. The
most common and well-studied being the reflex triode in Figure 1.1 c), the axial
cavity vircator in Figure 1.1 d) and the multi-cavity vircator in Figure 1.1 e). The
double anode cavity vircator can be seen in Figure 1.1 f). Although different, all
cavity vircators follow the general theory of vircators. However the double anode
vircator is partly described by a slightly different theory.

The formulation of the virtual cathode oscillator theory starts with the publica-
tions of the Child-Langmuir law in the 1910s, which describes the maximum current
density possible to obtain in an infinite diode [29, 30]. In the case of a vircator the
relation describes the current carried by the electron beam that is ejected from the
cathode. The Child-Langmuir law itself does not describe the formation of a vir-
tual cathode, but it relates the diode gap and diode voltage with the space charge
limited current, Iscl. The space charged limited current is a fundamental current
threshold at which formation of a virtual cathode in a drift tube occurs. In order to
make the virtual cathode oscillate, the actual current density must be significantly
larger than what the space charge limit allows, usually a factor of 2–3 [14]. The
formation of the virtual cathode oscillator was first seen in computer simulations
used in studies of space charge limited flows during the 1960s and 1970s [31, 32, 33].
When the virtual cathode is formed a part of the electron beam is reflected back-
wards. It is the oscillatory motion of the virtual cathode and the reflected electrons
that produces microwave radiation in a vircator system [28, 34]. These concepts are
developed further in the following sections.

1.3.1 Child-Langmuir law

00000

V
0

0000d

0

Figure 1.2: Child-Langmuir diode.

Published by Child in 1911 [29] and
by Langmuir in 1913 [30], the Child-
Langmuir law gives the limiting current
density that can be drawn between two
parallel plates in vacuum for a given
voltage across the gap between the
two plates. The setup, sometimes re-
ferred to as the Child-Langmuir diode,is
shown in Figure 1.2. The derivation of
the original one-dimensional version of
the law starts by assuming two infinite
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plates, an infinite pool of free electrons at the cathode surface and that the cathode
has a negative potential difference −V0 relative to the anode [29]. For this derivation
the potential is chosen such that φ(x = 0) = 0 at the cathode and φ(x = d) = V0 at
the anode. Disallowing any accumulation of charge in the diode region requires the
current, and thereby the electron flux Γe, to be constant for all positions between
the plates, we obtain

J(x) = qΓe(x) = qene(x)ve(x) = ρ(x)ve(x) = −Jlimit (1.1)

With the electrons at the cathode surface being at rest, the electron beam must
also obey energy conservation according to

1
2mev

2
e(x) + qeφ(x) = 0 (1.2)

Assuming that the potential only varies in the direction perpendicular to the plates,
which is reasonable for infinite plates, Poisson’s equation becomes

∇2φ(~x) = d2φ(x)
dx2 = −ρ(x)

ε0
(1.3)

Using Equations (1.1) and (1.2) Poisson’s equation can be rewritten as

d2φ(x)
dx2 = Jlimit

ε0
√
−2qe

me
φ(x)

= Jlimit
ε0

√
me

2q φ(x)−
1
2 (1.4)

Multiplying this expression by dφ(x)
dx and integrating over x yields

1
2

(
dφ(x)
dx

)2

= 2Jlimit
ε0

√
me

2q φ(x) + C (1.5)

At the cathode the integration constant C equals 1
2

(
dφ(x)
dx

)2
. For the largest current

possible between the plates dφ(x)
dx will equal zero and hence C = 0 [29]. Rearranging

and again integrating with respect to x yields φ(x) as

dφ(x)
dx

= 2
√
Jlimit
ε0

(
me

2q φ(x)
) 1

4

(1.6)

dφ(x)
φ(x)

1
4

= 2
√
Jlimit
ε0

(
me

2q

) 1
4

dx (1.7)

φ(x) =
(

3
2

) 4
3
(
Jlimit
ε0

) 2
3
(
me

2q

) 1
3

x
4
3 (1.8)
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Using the boundary condition that φ(x = d) = V0 and solving for Jlimit the Child-
Langmuir law is obtained

Jlimit = 4
9ε0

(
2q
me

) 1
2 V

3
2

0
d2 (1.9)

Notice that the actual current is negative, since J(x) = −Jlimit. This idealized one-
dimensional model will naturally not give the exact current density of the vircator
diode region. Nevertheless the predicted current density’s proportionality to V

3
2

0 and
d−2 can still be utilized for estimating diode gap spacing and diode voltage in the
initial design steps of the vircator model. The classical expression in Equation (1.9)
neglects relativistic effects, which has to be considered when the voltage across
the diode gap reaches above 500 kV [35]. At such high acceleration voltages the
electrons are accelerated to velocities beyond the regime of classical mechanics and
relativistic corrections must therefore be included to obtain a correct current density.
In vircator physics the classical limit is often surpassed. Making the relativistic
corrections to the Child-Langmuir law gives [35]

Jlimit = 2.71
d2

[(
1 + V0

0.511

) 1
2
− 0.847

]2

(1.10)

where Jlimit is expressed in kA/cm2. A derivation of the relativistically correct
Child-Langmuir law can be found in reference [36].

The Child-Langmuir law also neglects possible influence from the electron beam’s
self-induced B-field. The self-induced B-field may cause so called beam pinching
which occurs above a certain critical current. Beam pinching compresses the beam
due to the Lorentz force. Pinching should generally be avoided in a HPM source
since it normally decreases microwave radiation. An estimate for the critical pinch
current is given by [35]

Ipinch = 8.5rc
d

[
1 +

(
V0

0.511

)]
(1.11)

with Ipinch in kA, V0 in MV and rc being the cathode radius in cm. With the
vircator parameters studied in this thesis work, the observed injected current has
always been at least a factor 3 smaller than the beam pinching current. Therefore
beam pinching is not further considered in our study.

For a known diode voltage, the diode impedance Z is obtained according to

Z = V

I
= V

Jlimit ·Abeam
= d2

2.34 · 10−6V
1
2πr2

b
(1.12)

with Z in Ω, V in V, Abeam is the beam area and rb is the beam radius.
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1.3.2 Emission processes and gap closure

The Child-Langmuir law assumes an infinite number of free charged particles at the
cathode surface. In order to accomplish the needed abundance of free electrons,
most vircators operate using explosive emission. The emission process is due to
large field enhancements at microscopic impurities on the cathode surface. Rela-
tive to the macroscopic field, the enhancements at the impurity can increase the
local E-field several hundred times [37]. The strong local E-field causes strong joule
heating which evaporates the impurity. The evaporated impurity then rapidly tran-
sitions into an ionized state and forms a plasma flare. After 5-20 ns the plasma flares
of several individual impurities merges together and forms a uniform plasma sheath
above the cathode surface [35]. A plasma is an ionized state of matter, meaning
in this case that the electrons are no longer bounded by the atoms that consti-
tutes the cathode material and can therefore be freely released from the plasma
sheath. The emitting plasma sheath can release electron beam currents up to sev-
eral kA/cm2 [35] and the amount of emitted electrons are mainly limited by the
space charged limited current density of the diode region [37]. The cathodes are
often coated with some material that has a spiky texture to maximize the E-field
enhancements. Velvet was of this reason a popular cathode coating choice in early
experiments, but with modern production techniques graphite polymers (carbon
fibres) coatings have come to largely replace velvet. In [35] it is stated that the
plasma flares and sheath imposes no harm to the cathode, however studies shows
that the vircator cathodes have rather short operational lifetime [38]. Also the
electron beam itself causes secondary emission of different compounds upon im-
pact with the surrounding waveguide structure and the anode mesh. Especially the
anode mesh experience severe stress due to this process and tend to be damaged
quickly. The amount of damage done to the anode depends on the amount of energy
it absorbs and the material it is made from [35, 38]. The lifetime of the anode has
been seen to not only depend on the choice of anode material, but also the choice of
cathode material [38]. Another issue with the secondary emission process is that the
released compounds deteriorates the vacuum, which may also negatively influence
how the vircator performs. This is especially true around the anode, at which a
growing plasma forms due to the heating of the anode mesh by the electron beam.

The plasma clouds formed at cathode and anode expands over time. When the
expanding plasma clouds fills the diode region so called gap closure occurs, which
short circuits the diode and cause the microwave generation to cease [39]. The
plasma expands with a speed of a few centimetres per microsecond [35], thereby
limiting the pulse length. The effective gap distance will therefore decrease over
time, which as can be seen by Equation (1.9) will increase the current density
over time. The voltage pulse length supplied to the cathode should therefore not
be longer than a few hundred nanoseconds, to avoid gap closure for typical gap
spacing of a few centimetres. For longer pulses larger gaps most be used, but that
would require much larger voltages to obtain the same current density and most
importantly to achieve Iin > Iscl.
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The effects of gap closure due to expanding plasma volumes and deteriorating
vacuum due to secondary emission will not be modelled in this study. However this
is indirectly considered, since the simulated voltages source is modelled to comply
with the limitations of FOI’s Marx generator [40]. This Marx generator produces
voltages and pulse lengths that are too small to cause problematic gap closure
effects. Hence gap closure can safely be neglected. Effects due to damages of the
cathode or anode are also neglected. This assumption is valid for newly replaced
anode and cathodes, since damages of these component first appears after a certain
number of pulse repetitions [38]. Nevertheless it is important to remember that
all these effects still have a minor influence on the real vircator’s performance and
behaviour compared to the simulated model.

1.3.3 Space charge limited current

For an unneutralized beam the amount of current it can transport through a waveg-
uide structure is limited by the electric potential, which is related to the space
charge of the beam itself [37]. With unneutralized means that be beam carries a
net amount of electric charge. Hence the space charge of the beam is comparable to
the net electric charge carried by the beam, i.e. the beam current. When the beam
travels in a waveguide its space charge induces an opposite surface charge on the
enclosing surface, and together the charge densities induces an E-field inside the
waveguide. This induced electric field slows down the beam particles, leading to an
accumulation of charge at a certain point along the drift trajectory of the beam.
The accumulation of charge creates a potential that repels the upstream part of the
beam, causing the beam velocity to decrease. This potential is normally referred to
as a virtual cathode. Above the space charge limiting current the potential energy of
the virtual cathode becomes greater than the kinetic energy of the beam electrons.
A small part of the beam is therefore reflected backwards, while the remaining part
passes through the potential and is accelerated again on the other side. Above the
space charge limited current there exist no steady state solution [37], which means
that there is no steady state solution for the virtual cathode potential. For high
enough current the virtual cathode therefore starts to oscillate in both space and
time. According to [35] this causes bunching of both transmitted and reflected elec-
trons. Electron bunching is generally the process that causes microwave radiation
in microwave tubes. The temporal and spatial oscillations of the virtual cathode
potential combined with quantum mechanical electron tunnelling are the main rea-
sons why a main part of the beam passes through the virtual cathode without being
reflected. To describe the beam behaviour Maxwell’s equations and fluid equations
are combined with requirements of conserved energy and momentum of the beam
particles [9, 37]. For a complete three dimensional treatment the equations would
therefore become rather complicated. Even for a one-dimensional analysis of a
cylindrical beam a nonlinear differential equation is obtained, for which analytical
solutions only can be found by making certain approximations. An expression for
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the nonlinear differential equation is given by [9, 41]

1
r

∂

∂r

∂Φ
∂r

=


− 4πj

c

1−
(

1− qΦ
mc2

)−2−
1
2

; 0 < r ≤ r0

0 ; r0 < r ≤ R

(1.13)

where R is the radius of the waveguide and r0 is the radius of the electron beam. An
alternative approach reformulates Equation (1.13) to an integral expression which
can be solved iteratively to obtain better approximations [9, 37]. An almost identical
differential equation to Equation (1.13) has been combined with the iterative method
to derive an expression for a solid beam inside a cylindrical waveguide, with the
propagation direction L� R, to be [37]

Iscl ≈

(
γ

2
3
0 − 1

) 3
2
mc3

2q ln
(
R
r0

) (1.14)

(γ0 − 1)mc2 = |qΦc| (1.15)

with Φc being the potential at the cathode. Although the solution is approximate,
it should be noted that expressions in the literature varies even for similar beams
and configurations. For example reference [35] gives a slightly different expression
for the space charged limited current of a solid beam according to

Iscl(kA) = 8.5
1 + ln

(
R
r0

) (γ 2
3
0 − 1

) 3
2

(1.16)

In the parts of this thesis works that regards the axial cavity vircator Equation (1.16)
is used to predict the space charge limit, since it has shown better agreement with
experimental data from different scientific papers.

1.3.4 Radiation mechanism and frequency spectrum
There have been two suggested mechanism for the microwave radiation in virca-
tors, the electrons that are reflected back and forth across the anode mesh and the
oscillations of the virtual cathode itself. The frequency generated by the reflected
electrons is related to the electron transit time across the two dimensional potential
well formed between the real and virtual cathode [34]. The radiation process can
be enhanced by electron bunching, which can occur if the reflected electron oscil-
lation frequency ω0 and electron kinetic energy (γ − 1)mec

2 fulfils dω0/dγ < 0 [3].
Whether bunching occurs therefore depends on the applied voltage, which directly
govern both the electron transit time and kinetic energy. The second radiation
mechanism is caused by temporal energy divergences in the electron beam that
makes the virtual cathode oscillate and the oscillation frequency is often estimated
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to be proportional to the plasma frequency of the electron beam [34]. In general
the virtual cathode frequency is larger than the reflected electron frequency and
usually the virtual cathode oscillation is twice the reflecting electron frequency [28].
A more accurate estimate has been derived using a two dimensional Brillouin flow
model that gives the following expression for the dominant frequency of the virtual
cathode oscillation [42]

f = c

2πd ln
(
γ0 +

√
γ2

0 − 1
)

(1.17)

with γ0 defined by Equation (1.15) and d being the diode gap. This expression
has shown good agreement with experimental results and has also been derived
through a one dimensional harmonic model describing the reflecting electrons [17].
Studies has indicated that there is a destructive interference between the two radi-
ation mechanisms. This is believed to be the reason for the enhanced efficiency and
stable narrowband signal seen in reditron configurations, which prevents reflect-
ing electrons, in comparisons to meshed anode and thin foil anode vircators. The
frequency spectrum of meshed and thin film anode vircators are instead typically
broad banded. Another way to suppress the destructive interference is to impose
an external feedback source [9], which is the idea with the resonant cavity used in
cavity vircators. The frequency chirp seen in free running vircators can be under-
stood through Equation (1.17) as the decrease in effective diode gap, due to gap
closure.

1.3.5 Some special aspects of double anode vircators
In comparison to all other vircators, the double anode vircators have a slightly
different theoretical description due to the introduction of the second anode. The
virtual cathode is still formed inside the output waveguide, however the cavity vol-
ume between the anodes allow for premodulation of the electron beam and thereby
control over the virtual cathode frequency. The earliest double anode vircator did
not have an electromagnetic coupling between the modulating cavity and the out-
put waveguide [11], whereas in more modern designs there is usually an aperture
connection between them [12, 26]. The aperture allows the generated EM-fields in
the output waveguide to enter into the premodulating cavity. Thus the aperture
creates a direct electrodynamic feedback loop between the generated EM-fields and
the electron beam. By changing the distance Ltw, between the beam axis and the
tuning wall, shown in Figure 1.1 f), it is possible to change the frequency which
the feedback loop supports. The exsistence of the feedback loop explains the fre-
quency stability seen in double anode vircators driven with time dependent voltage
pulses [14], though the stability has also been shown to depend upon the chioce of
emitter material [43]. The theoretical study made in [14] indicates that both the
temporal and spatial oscillations of the virtual cathode causes modulation of the
beam current and bunching of the reflected electrons respectively, which are the
dominant mechanisms causing microwave radiation in the double anode vircator.
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Thus the double anode vircator has the same radiation mechanisms as a single anode
configuration. However, the EM-fields that becomes excited in the cavity between
the anodes, provides a premodulation of the electron beam, which gives the double
anode vircator a different initial frequency. This initial frequency is then rendered
permanent by the electrodynamic feedback loop. Therefore Equation (1.17) is not
valid for double anode configurations and cannot be used to predict the dominant
frequency. There exist no published work that relates the double anode vircator
parameters to a specific dominant frequency, thus the only way to predict operation
frequencies is to look at findings from earlier experiments. Deriving a relation for
the double anode vircator frequency lies outside the scope of this thesis work.

Double anode vircators are reported to have an improved efficiency compared to
other designs [15]. An early study suggested that the improved efficiency is due to
a resonance phenomenon between the reflecting electrons and the virtual cathode
oscillation [28]. By altering the positions of the anodes, such that the reflected
electron frequency equals the virtual cathode oscillation frequency, efficiencies up
to 8 % have been proven [11].

1.4 Basic concepts of waveguides and resonant cavities
This thesis text assumes the reader to be familiar with the physical and mathemat-
ical description of rectangular waveguides and rectangular cavities. Though some
basic concepts of importance for this thesis work is quickly revised, but for a more
thorough treatment the reader should consult [44]. A rectangular waveguide has
two types of modes that can propagate inside it, namely transverse electric (TE)
or transverse magnetic (TM) modes. Where transverse indicates that the E-fields
and B-fields are always zero in the propagation direction for the TE and TM modes
respectively. Each mode has two associated mode numbers that uniquely describes
the structure of the mode in the transverse directions. Each mode has a certain
geometrically dependent cut-off frequency fc, below which the mode can no longer
propagate inside the waveguide, which is given by

fc = c

[(
n

2a

)2
+
(
m

2b

)2
] 1

2

(1.18)

where n, m are mode numbers, a and b are the waveguide’s cross section dimensions
(with b ≤ a). The fundamental mode of a rectangular waveguide is the TE10 mode.
The waveguide affects the wavelength of the EM-fields travelling through it. The
new effective wavelength, referred to as guide wavelength λg, is obtained by

λg = λ0(
1− f2

c
f2

) 1
2

(1.19)

where λ0 is the wavelength in free space. EM-field equations for the different modes
of rectangular waveguides as well as equations for rectangular cavities can be found
in Appendix D.
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1.4.1 Cylindrical cavity

A resonant cavity is a common element in many waveguide systems. In similarity
with a normal waveguide the cavity has several different TE and TM-modes that
can be excited. While the boundary conditions for the waveguide solution to the
wave equation only constrain each TE or TM-mode to be excited above a certain
cut-off frequency, the boundary conditions of the resonant cavity only allows a
narrow passband around a central resonant frequency for excitation of each mode.
The bandwidth of each resonant mode determines the so called quality factor Q of
the resonant cavity, which can be expressed by either the bandwidth or the stored
energy in relation to the cavity losses according to [44]

Q = fres
2∆f = 1

BW
(1.20)

Q = 2ωWe

Pl
(1.21)

with We and Pl being the stored electric energy in the cavity and the losses respec-
tively, which could be due both to resistive losses in the cavity surface and radiation
through apertures in the side walls.

For a cylindrical resonant cavity, having the shape of a closed cylinder with
radius r and length z, the boundary condition of zero tangential E-field at all
surfaces walls requires a small modification of the TE and TM mode fields of the
ordinary cylindrical waveguide, given by Equations (10.6) and (10.7) in Appendix D.
The modifications introduces a third mode number since the previously free term
e−iβz, where β is the propagation constant β =

√
k2

0 − k2
c , becomes limited to

sinusoidal terms to meet the boundary conditions introduced by the end walls. The
EM-fields for the TEnml modes become [45]
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and the EM-fields for the TMnml modes become [45]
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The field amplitudes are given by initial and boundary conditions, a is the radius
and d is the length of the cavity. The parameter pnm and p′nm are the zeros of the
first order Bessel functions and the zeros of the derivative of the first order Bessel
functions respectively. The resonant frequency of a certain TEnml or TMnml mode
is given by

fnml = c

[(
xnm
2πa

)2
+
(
l

2d

)2] 1
2

(1.24)

with xnm = p′nm for TE modes and xnm = pnm for TM modes.
For detailed descriptions of resonant cavities and derivations of the equation

given in this section the reader is referred to [44].

1.4.2 Coupling through apertures

To be able to use the energy stored in the resonant cavity it must first be coupled
out. One common way is by simply making an aperture at an appropriate location,
with appropriate shape and size. The coupling depends on the fields present in the
vicinity of the aperture. For an E-field that impinges perpendicular on to a metal
surface with a small aperture, the field will reach out through the aperture and
excite an E-field on the other side. The EM-fields excited on the outside can often
be approximated by modelling the aperture to behave as an electric dipole [46]. In
a similar manner the B-field lines that are parallel to the surface in the vicinity of
the aperture will leak out and also excite EM-fields on the outside of the aperture.
Analogously to the case of the E-field, the leaking B-field can also be modelled as
a magnetic dipole placed at the aperture position [44]. It is also possible to model
the leaking B-field as electric dipoles created by the induced surface current lines
broken by the aperture. A rule of thumb in microwave engineering, to increase
coupling, is to make the aperture fairly long and perpendicularly aligned relative
the induced surface currents as this will maximize the amount of disturbed surface
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current. To give an example, assume that the TM012 mode has been excited in
a cylindrical cavity. The EM-field components of Er, Ez and Bφ of the TM012 is
shown in Figure 1.3 for a cavity with a radius of 12.6 cm and a length of 17 cm. A
poor choice of aperture for coupling out the wave power would be a narrow aperture
starting at the end wall stretching towards the middle, since as can be seen from
Equations (1.23) and Figure 1.3 a) the Er will be weak close to the end walls (z=0,
z=17 in the figure). Further the only non-zero B-field component on the cylinder
surface is Bφ, which induces a surface current according to n̂× 1

µ
~B = ~Jsurface. Since

~Jsurface becomes parallel to the aperture, it is barely disturbed by the aperture.
However if the aperture is rotated 90◦ more current is disturbed, making the E-
field induced across the aperture stronger. A more suitable choice would therefore
be to place the aperture a quarter of the cavity length from the end wall and
let it stretch along the azimuthal direction of the cavity. At this position the Er
component reaches its maximum. This would though be a poor aperture placement
for applications that requires coupling of the Bφ component, since it reaches its
minima at this position, as shown in Figure 1.3 b). For coupling using Bφ the
aperture should be moved to either end wall or be placed halfway between the two
end walls. Note that the same azimuthally directed aperture shape should be kept
when coupling out the Bφ component, because such an aperture shape maximizes
the amount of disturbed surface current and thus maximizes the coupling. As seen
in Figure 1.3 b) the aperture should be moved to either the ends or the middle of
the cavity, where Bφ reaches its maxima.

In most cases the output coupling of a resonant cavity will not be made directly
to free space, but rather through a waveguide structure. Where the waveguide is
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Figure 1.3: EM-fields of the cylindrical TM012 mode in the r-z plane, with Er, Ez
shown in a) and Bφ shown in b). The dashed vertical axis indicates the centre of
the cavity, around which the EM-fields are symmetrical. The cavity has a radius of
12.6 cm and a length of 17 cm.
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connected to the cavity depends on which mode should be excited in the waveg-
uide and how the waveguide is connected to the cavity. It is seldom of interest
to overmode the waveguide and the fundamental mode is therefore usually chosen
to be excited. For a rectangular waveguide this is the TE10 mode. Even if the
frequency of the incoming wave matches well with the frequency of the fundamen-
tal TE10 mode, poor placement of the aperture in the waveguide can cause poor
coupling with the incoming wave from the cavity. If the waveguide is connected
to the cavity by its end side, the B-field is more suitable for both coupling out
the microwave power and creating a TE10 mode in the waveguide. TE modes have
no E-field component in the propagation direction. Therefore the Er component
inside the cavity, which is parallel to the propagation direction of all TE and TM
modes in the rectangular waveguide, couples poorly with the TE10 mode. Hence
mainly evanescent fields will be excited in the waveguide, or in really poor designs
higher order TE or TM modes. Whereas the Bφ component constructs EM-fields

Figure 1.4: LEFT: Aperture coupling between a cylindrical and rectangular cavity.
Note that the aperture is not azimuthally directed. RIGHT: B-field lines in a cross
section of the r-φ plane. The cylindrical cavity (the circle area) is excited in the
TM010 mode. (From Wang T. F. et al., Linear Accelerator Conf., 1988.)
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that are similar to the EM-fields of TE10 mode, thus giving a good coupling. An
example is a cylindrical cavity excited in the TM010 mode, where Bφ is coupled
to an attached rectangular cavity, as shown in Figure 1.4. The EM-field structure
seen in the rectangular cavity clearly shows that the TE102 is excited, which means
that the TE10 mode would be excited in an open waveguide structure. Thus it is
the leaking B-field that will couple to and excite the TE modes in the waveguide.
Simulations of an aperture between a rectangular and cylindrical cavity [47] and of
a coaxial cavity connected to a rectangular waveguide supports this statement [48].
The placement of the aperture should therefore be close to where the azimuthal
B-field of the cavity reaches its maximum to obtain the best possible power output
coupling.

1.4.3 Coupling between vircator and resonant modes

The modes available for excitation by the vircator are determined by the surround-
ing geometry and the coupling to different modes is as before dependent on position
within the structure. A vircator placed such that the anode mesh makes up one of
the end walls (z = 0 or z = L) of a cylindrical cavity will predominately couple its
power to and excite different TM01l modes [8]. Due to the broadband nature of the
vircator, it is wise to design the cavity such that there is sufficient spacing between
the frequencies of different TM01l modes. Choosing a suitable geometry will favour
the coupling between a specific TM01l mode and the vircator, which should give a
more monochromatic output signal. Due to the non-linear behaviour of the virca-
tor other modes could possibly also be excited, however from the findings of [8] one
could expect the EM-fields associated with these modes to be significantly weaker
compared to the EM-fields of the TM01l modes.

In the double anode vircator the electron beam is inserted through one of the
wide walls of the outer waveguide, with the wide wall defined as in Figure 1.5. The
beam can be assumed to only generate non-zero Hφ, Er and Ez components [49].
Hence, if ignoring the presence of the Er component, the beam and the virtual
cathode can then be roughly approximated to behave as a dipole antenna. Use of
dipole antenna like structures is common in microwave engineering when coupling
signals between waveguides and coaxial cables, and a detailed theory exists for
exactly how the coupling behaves. The general concept is that if the dipole antenna
is inserted through the wide side wall, as in Figure 1.5, it will excite a TEn0 mode.
The exact mode that becomes excited is determined by the signal frequency and
the dipole antenna position on the wide side wall. To favour the coupling to the
TE10 mode, the diode should be placed halfway between the two short side walls.
If the waveguide at one end is terminated by a short circuiting wall, in Figure 1.5
indicated by the orange line, the dipole antenna should then be placed a quarter
guide wavelength λg/4 away from the terminating wall, with λg determined by
Equation (1.19). The E-field amplitude of the TE10 mode will be zero at the
termination wall and reaches its maximum a quarter guide wavelength into the
waveguide. Therefore the best coupling is achieved if the dipole antenna is placed
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of a dipole antenna coupling between a waveguide
and a coaxial cable. Note that λ = λg. The wide side of the waveg-
uide is labelled as a, whereas the short side is labelled as b. (From
http://www.radartutorial.eu/03.linetheory/tl11.en.html, 2016.)

a quarter guide wavelength away from the termination wall. The placement can
be further away, but the distance to the termination wall Ldipole should then obey
Ldipole = λg

4 (1 + 2p), p ∈ W, to achieve the best coupling. As the beam and the
virtual cathode do partly behave as a dipole antenna, their position in the waveguide
should preferably follow these design rules to maximize the coupling with the TE10
mode.

1.5 Magic3D
Magic [50] is a commercial EM finite difference time domain particle-in-cell simula-
tion software that was first developed in 1988. The code has been gradually extended
over the years and currently includes both a two dimensional and a three dimen-
sional solver. In this thesis work the three dimensional version, called Magic3D,
is employed. A three dimensional solver is always slower than a two dimensional
solver due to the increased number of calculations required. However the studied
vircator geometry lacks a symmetry axis and does therefore require the use of a
complete three dimensional solver.

1.5.1 Finite Differential Time Domain simulation
EM finite differential time domain (FDTD) simulations are widely used in industry
and at universities. In this type of simulation the focus is on calculating the spatial
and temporal EM-fields by solving Maxwell’s equations. Applications can typically
be on wave propagation and scattering problems. The simulations are not restricted
to free space, even the first publication of a FDTD algorithm discusses the case of
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EM-fields in an isotropic media [51]. FDTD simulation can also include different
charge and current densities. However in this outline it is assumed that there are no
current densities ~J(~x) or charge densities ρ(~x) inside the simulation volume. Thus
Maxwell’s equations becomes

∂ ~B

∂t
+∇× ~E = 0 (1.25)

∂ ~D

∂t
−∇× ~H = 0 (1.26)

~B = µ ~H (1.27)
~D = ε ~E (1.28)

As seen above omitting the current and charge densities makes Maxwell’s equations
self-consistent. To further simplify the discussion the problem is limited to the
one dimensional case by only considering Ex and Hy, after Dx and By have been
eliminated through suitable substitutions of above equations. A computer can only
make discrete calculation, therefore a reformulation of the continuous Maxwell’s
equations to a discrete description is needed. This is achieved by use of the central
difference approximation to give [52]
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with n indicating the time (t = n ·∆t) and k indicating the distance (x = k ·∆x).
Rearranging to explicit expressions for the new field iteration gives [52]
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There are some important things to notice with the above formulation. First the E-
fields and the auxiliary magnetic fields (H-fields) are always calculated with a time
difference of half a time step and spatial difference of half a spatial incremental step.
For each new iteration the fields are calculated based on their own previous value
at the same point and the previous value of the other field at the spatially closest
points. This is a characteristic of the finite differential method and a visualization
of the approach is shown if Figure 1.6. Given an initial condition of the fields it is
thereby possible to calculate all following E-fields and H-fields by iterating through
these two equations.

As in all numerical computations there are certain criteria that need to be met
when using a FDTD code to avoid numerical instabilities. Normally the grid spacing
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the temporal and spatial calculation of EM-fields in FDTD.
The cross indicates where the central difference approximation (1.32) is expanded
to calculate the Hn+1

y (k+ 1/2), with q = n, m = k. Notice that the indexing differ-
ence between figure and text has no mathematical meaning. (From J.B Schneider,
"Understanding the Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method", 2015).

is chosen first. Having ten grid spacings per wavelength is usually enough to achieve
a good spatial resolution [52]. For the chosen grid spacing the time step must fulfil
∆t < ∆x

c to prevent the fields to propagate further than one grid cell per iteration.
This is normally referred to as the Courant condition. In three dimensions the
Courant condition is modified to account for propagation which is non-parallel to
the coordinate axes according to [51]

∆t = 1
c

[
(∆x)2 + (∆y)2 + (∆x)2

] 1
2 (1.33)

The light speed c is often set to the speed of light in vacuum, which is the strictest
possible value. However the minimum requirement is that c is chosen equal or
larger than the maximum light speed of the specific problem to avoid numerical
instabilities.

An issue with the central difference approximation occurs at the open bound-
aries of the problem. The method assumes that each field point is surrounded by
the other field. Since the fields at the open boundaries at least misses adjacent
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points on one side special care must be taken, since non-physical reflections may
otherwise be created at these boundaries. One solution to this problem is the use of
absorbing boundary condition (ABC), which as indicated absorbs waves that prop-
agates through it. More details of ABCs and general boundary conditions used in
FDTD can be found in [51, 52].

Even though FDTD codes can include both charge and current densities, there
exists no description of the influence of the EM-fields on the motion of discrete
charged particle in Maxwell’s equations. Therefore, the standard FDTD cannot
be used to model problems that include such interactions, or at least not without
complementing Maxwell’s equations. However this would move the code out of the
FDTD area of simulation and into the area of simulation normally referred to as
EM particle-in-cell simulation.

1.5.2 EM particle-in-cell simulation
EM particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations calculates both the EM-fields, charge and cur-
rent densities of a system. It does so by implementing a full kinematic description
of all discrete super particles used in the simulation. A super particle is a repre-
sentation of several real particles and have the same charge to mass ratio q

m as the
real particle. Some PIC codes does also include neutral particles. Compared to
FDTD, PIC complements Maxwell’s equations by also including the Lorentz force
and Newton’s equation of motion. Normally a relativistic form of Newton’s equa-
tion is implemented. A fundamental idea in PIC is that the particles are free to
move with continuous positions and velocities throughout the simulation volume,
whereas the EM-fields, charge and current densities are only known on the grid
used to discretize the volume [53]. Thus in a PIC simulation the microscopic quan-
tities are calculated continuously in phase-space, while all macroscopic quantities
are calculated discretely on the grid. The different quantities in the simulation are
calculated after a special scheme, a schematic is shown in Figure 1.7. This discus-
sion starts by considering the velocity and position of a single particle under the
influence of a known force. The equations of motion will move the particle to its
new position in phase-space according to

m
d~v

dt
= ~F (1.34)

d~x

dt
= ~v (1.35)

In the above formulation both ~F and ~v would need to be integrated continuously
to obtain ~v and ~x. However discretizing above equations with respect to time gives
the finite differential equations [53]

m
~vi+ 1

2
− ~vi− 1

2

∆t = ~Fi (1.36)

~xi+1 − ~xi
∆t = ~vi+ 1

2
(1.37)
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The equations follows the leapfrog scheme described in Figure 1.8, which means
that the velocity and positions are never known or calculated at the same time.
The velocity is calculated with a time shift of half a time step relative the position.
Thus the initial velocity must be moved backward half a time step in time. However
this cannot be done straight away as with the B-field in a classic FDTD simulation.
Care must be taken to account for rotation of the particle velocity direction due
to external B-fields and particle acceleration due to external E-fields that occurs
during this half time step [53]. When the new velocities and positions have been
determined the next step of the calculation cycle is reached. It is now particles
entering or leaving the simulation through emission and absorption are added or
removed from the simulation. Depending on the study this step can also be used to
include plasma chemical reactions that can be important in certain applications. In
this thesis work only absorption and emission of electrons are considered, because
the electron is the only particle considered in this thesis work. When the code has
updated the list of existing particles the new charge density and current density
are calculated. The densities are calculated by pairing the particle charge with
its position and velocity, which are then interpolated to the nearest grid points.
Different weightings can be used for the particle to grid interpolation. The most
basic is the zero-order weighting which assigns the particles charge to the nearest
grid node. However this approach often creates a noisy charge density and thereby
a noisy E-field [53]. The noise caused by the discreteness of the grid nodes can
be reduced by using a higher order weighting in the interpolation. A smoother
charge density is obtained by splitting the charge of each particle between the
closest lying grid points, which is done by model each particle as a cloud with
a uniform charge [53]. This can be referred to as a first-order weighting and is the
basic weighting used in PIC simulation. As the charge is distributed over several
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of calculations made for each time step in PIC simulations.
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Figure 1.8: The initial velocity must be moved back to −∆t
2 so it can be used in the

central difference expressions, also referred to as leapfrog.

grid points the effective particle appearance changes. This is described by the shape
factor, which is used to relate and assign the right amount of particle charge to each
of the closest grid points. For a more detailed discussion regarding the interpolation
procedure, shape factors and higher-order weightings the reader may consult [53].
The charge and current densities are then used to calculate the new EM-fields. The
field calculations includes the previous values of the EM-fields in similarity with
the finite difference scheme in Figure 1.6. The EM-fields are then interpolated back
to the continuous particle positions to obtain the correct Lorentz force on each
particle. It is important that the same weighting is used when interpolating to and
from the macroscopic quantities to prevent the occurrence of self-forces and other
inconsistency problems [53]. The calculated Lorentz forces are then used as input
in Equation (1.34) when calculating the next time step.

Although individual particles are treated in a PIC simulation, it is not the real
particles that are considered. Since in most cases the real number of particles would
be too enormous even for a computer memory to handle, they must be represented
by a smaller number of so called super particles. A super particle in the normal
PIC formulation represents a certain number of real particles of a single species and
will normally have the same charge to mass ratio q

m as each individual particle.
Attention must be taken to not include too many particles in each super particle,
since this will lead to poor particle statistics. Having poor particle statistics will
manifest itself as so called particle noise in the calculated EM-fields, charge and
current density. One solution is to increase the number of super particles, to the
cost of increased computation time and memory requirement. Since the noise scales
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as 1√
n
, n being the number of super particles, it is often better to use different

filtering techniques to reduce the particle noise [54].
To obtain numerical stability in an EM PIC simulation several criteria should be

met. First the Courant condition and spatial resolution needed to accurately resolve
the EM-fields must be met, as discussed in Section 1.5.1. In addition a collection of
charge particles that exhibits a collective behaviour, i.e. a plasma, will also have a
number of characteristic quantities that must be temporally and spatially resolved.
For a sparse plasma, such as the electron beam in a vircator, these quantities are the
Debye length λD and the electron plasma frequency ωpe, which to achieve numerical
stability must obey ωpe∆t < 2 and ∆x < λD [55, 56]. All simulations in this thesis
study uses grid sizes and time steps that that satisfies these stability criteria.

1.5.3 Validation of Magic3D

An issue with all theoretical and simulation studies, are how to determine their
validity and expected level of agreement with reality. Sometimes the aim might
not be to produce a 100 % accurate result, but rather something that mimics the
most important characteristics of the studied phenomenon. Regardless of the aimed
degree of accuracy, theoretical work and simulations can only achieve validity if
they agree with experimental results. However it is important to remember that
experimental results are not by default correct, because they can suffer from different
experimental errors and limitations.

The two vircator simulation models used in this thesis work has been compared
towards experimental studies to validate that they give reasonable results. The
cavity vircator model was tested against experimental results reported in [10], while
the double-anode vircator model was tested against results reported in [12] and [15].
Note that this is a pre-study concerning the validity of the used simulation models,
hence the obtained result may have no direct connection with results reported for
the actual thesis study. As for example the axial cavity vircator used in [10] has
the same geometry, but with different dimensions and with an operation frequency
around 8-12 GHz, which is far above the 2-4 GHz in operation frequency that this
thesis study aims to investigate. Even though there are numerous publications of
vircator experiments, few of them give a detailed description of the vircator design
and its operation parameters. The papers used for validating the simulation models
in this thesis work are no exceptions. Hence some values used in the models needed
to be estimated, and it is therefore likely that there are some discrepancies between
the parameter values of the experimental vircator and our corresponding simulation
models.

In [10] it is reported that microwave radiation begun 100 ns into the pulse and
peaked at 118 ns for the axial cavity vircator with a radiated microwave power about
40–50 MW. In our simulation radiation begins much earlier around 30 ns. However
the radiation is fairly weak and unstable. The radiation that begins around 30 ns
reaches 20 MW, but starts to decay just 10 ns later. However, 60 ns into the pulse
the radiation grows again and around 100 ns the radiated power reaches 40 MW. The
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radiation continue to grow until 120 ns, reaching 50 MW in radiated power. From
this point the radiation again starts to decay. Thus simulation and experiment
are in agreement for the later part of the pulse, but there is an initial radiation
seen in the simulation that is not reported in [10]. In the simulation, a dominant
frequency around 8.8 GHz was found, while [10] reports a dominant frequency about
9.5 GHz. The deviation from the expected result is about 10 %, but there are some
different aspects that can explain the observed frequency difference. First, it is
from the paper hard to understand the exact parameter values used for obtaining
the 9.5 GHz frequency, since it also reports an 8.5 GHz dominant frequency without
clearly stating what the difference in vircator configuration was. Thus there might
be a difference in the parameter values simulated and parameter values used in the
experiment. A related issue is that changes of the diode gap by just 100 µm, can
give significant changes in the vircator frequency [28]. Thus measurement errors of
the diode gap could cause variation in observed frequency between experiment and
simulation. Even to experimentally achieve similar frequencies and output powers
in two identical vircator systems is very difficult [24]. Further, our simulation model
neglects gap closure effects, which is a valid assumption for the low voltages studied
in this thesis work. However the vircator in [10] uses an input voltage of 1 MV.
For such high voltages gap closure can become an important factor and should
in that case cause the frequency to increase. Further the simulation uses an ideal
voltage source, which produces a flat time-independent voltage. In comparison most
pulsed high voltage generators produces a peaked time-dependent voltage, which can
also contribute to changes in the frequency. Another important difference is the
number of output waveguides. Our model only has a single waveguide connected
to the cavity, whereas the vircator in [10] has four waveguides that are attached
symmetrically around the cavity. Thus the 8.8 GHz dominant frequency observed
in the simulation is a reasonable result.

When simulating the double anode vircator with similar vircator parameter val-
ues as in [15], a dominant frequency of 3 GHz was observed. This agrees relatively
well with the 2.65 GHz observed in the actual experiment [15]. The difference could
be explained by a difference in the behaviour of the voltage sources. It is reported
in [15] that the diode voltage changed from 500 kV to 300 kV during the pulse.
However our model only handle time-independent voltages and therefore the sim-
ulation was conducted with a constant pulse voltage of 440 kV to account for the
voltage decrease seen in the experiment. Another comparison was made with the
experimental results reported in [12]. However some of the vircator’s geometrical
dimensions were not described in detail and were therefore kept the same as for the
vircator in [15]. Using a lower diode voltage (350 kV) a frequency of 2.0 GHz with
"medium radiated power" was observed in [12], whereas our simulation indicated a
frequency of 2.1 GHz and a radiated power about 40 MW. Thus in both cases the
double anode model obtains a frequency that deviates from experimental frequency
values. However the model incorporates certain idealization and is thus not an exact
representation of the experimental configurations. Also as noted in [12] the double
anode vircator can exhibit significant shot-to-shot variations in observed frequency,
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thus it is hard to determine its actual operation frequency. Therefore it is of greater
interest for the validity of the model that it follows the frequency behaviour ob-
served experimentally. Since this is the case for both simulation models, they were
considered accurate and valid enough to answer the aim of this thesis, presented in
the next section.

1.6 Aim of thesis
This thesis studies the feasibility of using a vircator for narrowband HPM suscepti-
bility testing. The first part of the work focuses on the possibility of extending the
previously shown discrete frequency tuning ranges of cavity vircators to a continu-
ous frequency tuning range, while maintaining a narrowband output radiation that
preferably retains a constant microwave power. The study will consider vircators
that operates in the S-band, 2–4 GHz. We aim to show that the cavity vircator can
be frequency tuned in a 10 % bandwidth around its dominant frequency with a few
MW in radiated microwave power. An important aspect is that this tuning should
be achieved by adjusting a minimal number of the cavity vircator parameters.

In this thesis work the parameters that are used for tuning the cavity vircator
frequency are the diode gap d, the diode voltage Vak and the length of the cavity L.
In connection with earlier cavity vircator experiments with axial vircators at FOI,
it has been noticed that the vircator frequency can be influenced by changing the
length of the cavity. These result were not investigated further at the time, but has
been the inspiration source for this thesis work. Thus it appears as by only varying
the cavity length, it would be possible to further minimize the parameter space and
simplify the vircator design.

Even though frequency tuning has been studied and proven for the double anode
vircator by [14], later experiments at FOI were unable to reproduce these results.
However the double anode vircator used in FOI’s experiments had a poor construc-
tion, which caused the radiated microwave power to be very low. Nonetheless this
double anode vircator gave a frequency stable narrowband output signal. Therefore
the second part of this thesis study examines frequency tunability of the double
anode vircator, with the same target for frequency band, tuning bandwidth and
radiated microwave power as for the cavity vircator. The earlier studies that have
achieved frequency tuning in the double anode vircator used a large number of tun-
ing parameters [14]. In comparison, we also aim at reducing the number of needed
tuning parameters, especially parameters that require changes of the vircators phys-
ical dimensions. Thus this thesis work examines the possibility to frequency tune
the double anode vircator using a minimal number of tuning parameters, namely
the diode voltage Vak, the diode gap d and the tuning wall position Ltw.



Part I

Vircator frequency tuning
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Chapter 2

Simulation method

To investigate the frequency tunability of the axial cavity vircator and the double
anode vircator, three dimensional simulation models have been built of each vir-
cator. These models have been simulated with the EM-PIC simulation software
Magic3D. To achieve a change in the vircator frequency requires a change in at
least one of the vircators parameters, which for example could be the diode voltage
or a geometric dimension. To study the frequency tuning of the vircator therefore
requires large parameter studies, i.e. repeated simulations with small difference in
the parameter values. As the earlier studies discussed in Section 1.2 show, there
are several parameters that affects the vircators dominant frequency. In this thesis
study the number of variable parameters has been limited to a maximum of 3 in
each vircator simulation model. Thus the studied parameter space is three dimen-
sional, which means that the number of simulations needed increases quickly when
the number of studied parameter values is increased. For example in a study where
each parameter has three values, the total number of unique parameter settings
and thus needed simulations would be 3 · 3 · 3 = 27. As Magic3D requires between
1.5–4 hours to complete a single simulation, the time aspect becomes important
already in this small scale example. Thus the largest parameter studies done in this
thesis work have required a total simulation time of a few weeks each. Apart from
that parameter studies in general are computationally time consuming, they also
generate a huge amount of data to handle in the post-processing. Therefore each
simulation has not been studied in detail. Instead, key features and quantities have
been extracted and evaluated from the gathered data, for each of the simulated
parameter settings. Although for each study a smaller number simulation results
of different parameter settings were studied in greater detail, to ensure that what
the extracted key features shows corresponds to the actual simulation result. The
post-processing has mainly been done using Matlab.

The vircator dimensions and parameter values used in the simulation models
were found after a number of initial simulations. For these initial simulations the
vircator dimensions were initially estimated using the theory presented in Chapter 1
and earlier works presented in Section 1.2.
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Chapter 3

Cavity vircator – One parameter tuning

3.1 Frequency tuning by variation of the cavity length
There exist no direct connection or rather no formulated theory that relates the
vircator frequency to the resonant frequencies in cavity vircators. However the
space charge limiting current for a free running vircator depends on the shape
of the waveguide structure behind the anode [37]. Hence it is expected that the
axial cavity vircator’s behaviour is influenced by the size of the resonant cavity. In
microwave engineering a simple way to change the frequencies of the resonant modes
of a cavity is to change its geometric dimensions, as suggested by Equation (1.24).
Thus it appears possible to influence also the vircators own frequency by varying
the size of the resonant cavity. However none of the early experiments on cavity
vircators reported any changes or drifts in the dominant frequency when tuning the
cavity [8, 9]. Still frequency shifts have been seen after small geometrical changes in
vircators used in the experimental work at FOI. Thus raising the question, despite
previous findings, if it would be possible to construct a frequency tunable cavity
vircator, which could be tuned by altering the length of the cavity.

3.1.1 Cavity vircator simulation model
The vircator type investigated and simulated is an axial cylindrical cavity virca-
tor with side extraction. Cross sections of the exact schematic are given in Fig-
ure 3.1 a-e). The vircator is simulated with a voltage of 250 kV across the diode
gap, which is the gap between the grey and black areas in Figure 3.1 a-b). 250 kV
is a rather low diode voltage for a vircator, but has been chosen to match the limi-
tation in input voltage that can be generated with FOI’s Marx generator [40]. The
diode gap itself was chosen to be 1.3 cm and the anode mesh has been simulated as
a 2 µm thick aluminium foil. The anode mesh has a square shape with a side length
of 6.8 cm, as seen in Figure 3.1 d). A cylindrical rod with a radius of 4.64 cm and a
length of 15 cm represents the cathode, which is enclosed by an outer annular struc-
ture having an inner radius of 12.6 cm. The cathode end has an emitting circular
surface with a 2.4 cm radius, as shown in Figure 3.1 c). Although the emitter radius
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does not directly correspond to the emitted beam radius, they will be roughly the
same in the diode gap region. Thus the emitter radius can be used to approximate
the space charge limiting current using Equation (1.16) and the emitted current by
multiplying Equation (1.9) by the emitter area. The resonant cavity has a radius of
12.6 cm and a length that is the varied parameter in this study. The cavity length
is changed by moving the wall opposite the anode foil. A rectangular slit aperture
is placed on the side of the cavity to allow for extraction of the microwave radia-
tion, see Figures 3.1 a), e). It is important to notice that in these simulations the
aperture and extraction waveguide were always placed halfway between the anode
foil and the cavity end wall, independent of the simulated cavity length. However
in a real realization the aperture location would be placed at a fixed distance from
the anode mesh. The microwaves are then fed through the aperture into a rectan-
gular WR284 waveguide. A WR284 waveguide is designed to be operated between
2.6–3.95 GHz, thus covering a large part of the S-band. The waveguide was made a
few wavelengths long to assure a strong attenuation of evanescent waves, preventing
them from influencing EM-field measurements made at the end of the waveguide.
The simulation model incorporates certain physical simplifications compared to a
real vircator configuration. As previously discussed gap closure and secondary emis-
sion processes are excluded, see Section 1.3.2. Further all conductors in the model
are assumed to be perfect, i.e. having an infinite conductivity and thus being loss

(a) Front view. (b) Side view.

(c) Emitter (Top view). (d) Anode (Top view). (e) Aperture (Top view).

Figure 3.1: Cross sections images of the 3D model used to simulate the cavity
vircator. Images a) and b) shows the cathode enclosure, the resonant cavity and
the extraction waveguide. Images c), d) and e) shows respectively the emitter
surface, the anode foil and aperture coupling.
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free. The vacuum inside the vircator is asumed to be perfect, while typical oper-
ating pressures are about 10-100 µTorr [57]. Neglecting these factors should have
minor effects on the vircator frequency, but will result in more radiated microwave
power than can be expected for a practical realization of the design. Of larger im-
portance is the shape of the applied voltage pulse. In the simulation the applied
voltage is smoothly and quickly increased to its maximum value, giving a flat and
stable voltage pulse. However most voltages sources cannot produce a stable and
flat voltage across its pulse duration. Since the applied voltage is directly related to
the vircator frequency, an unstable voltage source might cause frequency shifts that
should not appear in our simulations. In this thesis work the voltage pulse used in
all simulations has a rise time of 10 ns.

3.1.2 Theoretical predictions

Although the EM problem of the vircator cannot be solved analytically, certain
quantities can be approximated using analytical expressions. These approxima-
tions can then be used as a first evaluation step when estimating the validity of
the simulation results. One quantity of special importance is the value of the in-
jected current, which must be larger than the space charge limited current in order
to form an oscillating virtual cathode. For the set diode voltage Vak of 250 kV,
the injected current density only depends on the diode spacing and the emitter
radius according to Equation (1.9). The considered vircator, with the given design
parameters, should therefore have an injected current about 4 kA. Note that the
current direction is into the cathode, since the cathode ejects and not absorbs the
electron beam. The space charge limited current given by Equation (1.16) becomes
0.54 kA. Thus the injected current is sufficiently large to generate an oscillating
virtual cathode. Actually the difference between the space charge limiting current
and the injected current is larger than necessary, even if considering the losses that
have been neglected in the model. Nevertheless the large injection current is needed
to obtain the desired output power of a few MW. Approximating the input power
as Pin = Iinj ·Vak would give an input power of 1 GW. With various vircator exper-
iments showing an efficiency of a few percent or even less [34], a similar efficiency
should be expected for the simulated vircator. Thus 1 GW input power should give
about 10 MW of output power. The simulated cavity enclosed vircator is expected
to operate close to the dominant frequency of the free running vircator, which is
given by Equation (1.17). This gives an expected frequency close to 3.5 GHz.

Many of the parameters that can be changed in the vircator design directly influ-
ence several of the different quantities describing the virtual cathode characteristics.
Therefore it is almost impossible to change one quantity without also affecting an-
other quantity. Even though this problem limits how the vircator can be designed,
it becomes worse when looking on how to design the resonant cavity. The cavity’s
radius is tied to the space charge limited current, which prevents making the radius
too small. As can be seen from Equation (1.16) a small cavity radius would give a
large space charge limited current, effectively preventing the formation of a virtual
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cathode. Fortunately earlier experiments on cavity resonators has shown that phase
locking is easier to achieve in larger cavities, which in smaller cavities is believed to
be prevented by perturbation of the mode spectra [58]. Nonetheless the resonant
modes of larger cavities are also perturbed by the injected electron beam and the
electron cloud it generates inside the cavity. On the other hand larger cavities do
naturally have a denser mode structure, since they allow excitation of higher modes.
There is no simple method to describe how the mode perturbation in a cavity vir-
cator behaves, and it becomes very difficult to predict the cavity modes that will
be available for excitation. Thus a trial and error approach has been employed to
find cavity dimensions that gives useful resonant modes, which are excitable by the
vircator and couples well through the aperture to the waveguide.

For this study it has been hypothesised that when a resonant mode is excited
inside the resonant cavity, the EM-fields of this mode should interact with the
virtual cathode and force it to oscillate with the same frequency as the EM-fields
of the excited resonant mode. As the frequency of a resonant mode in any cavity
is determined the geometrical dimensions of the cavity, the mode frequencies are
easily changed by changing the cavity geometry. Therefore, if the hypothesis is
correct, it should be possible to tune the vircator by changing the resonant cavity
dimension and thereby the available mode frequencies, which through the feedback
mechanism will force the virtual cathode to oscillate at the new mode frequency.

3.2 Results and Discussion

Since the aim is to find a frequency tunable vircator, the quantity of main interest
in the simulations is the observed spectral content of the EM-fields. The spectral
content or rather the power spectrum of a time series measurement of a time-varying
quantity provides information about the frequency components of the recorded sig-
nal. Together these frequency components composes the recorded quantity in the
time domain. To measure the spectral content of the EM-fields at the output port
Magic3D offers a few different possibilities. All of them are time series measure-
ments, which after the simulation ends are transformed into the frequency domain
to give the power spectrum of the quantity. The choice made here is to measure
the spectral content of the radiated field power passing through the entire surface.
Described by the Poynting vector, the radiated power transfer is a product of the
E-fields and B-fields, which causes the frequency of the radiated power to become
twice that of the EM-fields. To obtain information of the polarization a line integral
of the E-field can be made across the waveguide output opening, in the direction
of interest. Thus giving the voltage variations over time, and not the E-field it-
self. Since the power frequencies are directly related to the EM-field frequencies, all
references in the text will relate to the actual field frequency and not the power fre-
quency (unless explicitly stated). However to correctly present data, the frequencies
obtained from power measurements are always plotted against the power frequency
and not the EM-field frequencies. Therefore figures describing the spectral content
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of power measurements always shows the double frequency compared to the in text
discussed EM-field frequency. We hope that this clarifies the difference between text
and figures. Certain quantities are expressed in decibels (dB) in this section. For
a quantity X its value in dB has been determined from dB(X) = 10 log10(X/X0),
where X0 is unity and have the same units as X. Therefore all quantities expressed
in dB are dimensionless. Nonetheless, the choice in this thesis report has to been
to unit-label a quantity expressed in dB with dB [Z], where Z is the physical units
of the linear quantity data. Further, note that the diode gap is sometimes referred
to as AKgap and that the diode voltage is sometimes referred to as Vak.

The initial simulation work observed unexpected vircator behaviours, which
were thus being discarded as invalid. These result have been neglected in this result
section, but are discussed in Section 3.2.2. Nonetheless there were also simulations
that agreed well with established theory. All these simulations used diode gaps from
and below 1.3 cm and cavity lengths around 17 cm.

Figure 3.2–3.3 shows the power spectrum of the radiated power at the waveg-
uide output as well as in the middle of the cavity, for cavity lengths from 16.5 cm
to 18 cm. The power spectrum in the cavity centre is measured to ensure that the
frequency content found at the waveguide end also exists inside the cavity, and to
show the performance of the aperture coupling. The power spectrum measured at
the waveguide output gives the actual radiated frequencies. Most simulations done
with cavity lengths around 17 cm shows a dominant frequency around 3.5 GHz,
which follows what is predicted by theory. However some cavity lengths causes
mode competition to arise. One example is the vircator with a 17.5 cm long cavity
in Figure 3.3 a). In this case, the resonant operation is split between 3 different
modes, with frequencies between 3.5–3.7 GHz and with similar peak amplitudes.
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Figure 3.2: Power spectrum in the middle of the cavity and at the end of the output
waveguide. In a) for a cavity length of 16.5 cm and in b) for a cavity length of 17 cm.
Both simulation used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode voltage of 250 kV.
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Figure 3.3: Power spectrum in the middle of the cavity and at the end of the output
waveguide. In a) for a cavity length of 17.5 cm and in b) for a cavity length of 18 cm.
Both simulation used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode voltage of 250 kV.

Mode competition is problematic since it prevents the narrowband output obtained
with the smaller cavity lengths in Figure 3.2. The presence of mode competition
also suggests that the electrodynamic feedback onto the virtual cathode has mi-
nor influence over the vircator behaviour and frequency, in contradiction to what
was expected. Yet another issue with the mode competition is that the expected
behaviour of a predominant coupling to the TM01l modes seems incorrect. The fre-
quency difference is only 20 MHz between the resonant modes of the 16.5 cm and the
17 cm cavities, which have peaks at 3.57 GHz and 3.55 GHz respectively. The closest
TM01l mode is TM014, which has theoretical resonances at 3.75 GHz and 3.65 GHz
for each cavity. However the perturbation of the mode frequencies caused by the
beam and the electron cloud interference should increase and not decrease these
frequencies. The next lower mode, TM013, has resonances at 2.87 and 2.80 GHz
for 16.5 cm and 17 cm cavities respectively. Thus a frequency shift about 0.7 GHz
would then be required to explain the observed operation frequencies, however such
a large frequency shift appears unlikely and is not supported by experimental find-
ings [8]. Even if omitting the issue of non-matching resonant frequencies, it still
remains to explain the small difference in frequency between the two cavities. For
the case of TM013 and TM014 modes a frequency difference around 70–100 MHz is
expected between the 16.5 cm and 17 cm cavities, which is 4–5 times the observed
frequency difference of 20 MHz. This deviation from the expected behaviour could
be explained by that the vircator does not favour coupling with TM01l modes, but
rather couples to any available mode.

Increasing the cavity length with 0.5 cm is a fairly large step size for a mi-
crowave application, a microwave cavity is often adjusted with sub-millimetre pre-
cision. However the aim has been to find a tunable frequency range in a 10 %
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Figure 3.4: Voltage spectrum at the end of the output waveguide, along the z-
direction in Figure 3.1. In a) for a cavity length of 16.5 cm and in b) for a cavity
length of 17 cm. Both simulation used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode voltage
of 250 kV.

bandwidth around the central operation frequency. Thus for a central frequency f0
of 3.55 GHz a continuous frequency difference ∆f of 178 MHz must be achieved.
As already discussed the theoretical difference is about 70–100 MHz between modes
with operation frequencies around 3.5 GHz in the 16.5 cm and 17.0 cm cavities.
Hence, the vircator would be required to operate in the same mode for even larger
steps, especially considering that the obtained frequency difference is even smaller
than expected. To theoretically cover the frequency band between 3.363 GHz to
3.717 GHz using the TM014 mode, the cavity length must be varied between 16.6 cm
and 18.5 cm. However in practice a frequency band of less than 100 MHz has been
achieved with continuous tuning, trying to stretch beyond causes the vircator to
jump in frequency.

An overmoded waveguide structure often exhibit mode conversion, which usu-
ally means that its power spectrum contains several spectral peaks with similar
amplitude. Therefore the wave energy becomes more distributed and less energy is
transported by the initial input frequency. For the cavity vircator overmoding is an
unfortunate, but necessary trade-off. It can be seen in both Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3
that both higher and lower harmonic modes are excited inside the cavity. However
the WR284 waveguide has a cut-off frequency for the TE10 mode at 2.08 GHz,
which causes the strong attenuation of the lowest frequency peak at the waveguide
output. There is still a growth rather than decay towards zero frequency, which is
caused by reflections due to the problem of making numerically perfect boundary
conditions. Figure 3.4 shows the power spectrum of the integrated E-field measure-
ment, i.e. the time varying voltage, across the waveguide output for the 16.5 cm and
17 cm cavity. In comparison to the power measurements, the voltage measurement
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in Figure 3.4 clearly shows the expected attenuation behaviour for all frequencies
below the 2.08 GHz cut-off frequency. Higher order peaks, corresponding to higher
frequencies, should not exhibit the same attenuation, since waveguides only have a
cut-off for the lower frequency bound of each mode. Still the high frequency peaks
are in general less evident at the waveguide output both in the power measurements
in Figure 3.2–3.3 and the voltage measurements in Figure 3.4.

Table 3.1 lists the peak frequency, peak amplitude, second highest peak am-
plitude, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the fractional bandwidth
(FBW) for all cavity lengths simulated in the one parameter study. As seen from
Table 3.1 continuous frequency tuning was not achieved by changing the cavity
length. Even if ignoring the 17.5 cm and 18.5 cm cavities spontaneous deviation in
peak frequencies, there is an issue with the constant frequency shift seen for cav-
ity lengths below 15 cm and above 15.5 cm. The down shift in frequency seen for
cavity lengths below 15 cm is a clear indication that the excited mode has changed,
thus again showing that the electrodynamic feedback onto the virtual cathode is
weak and does not work as expected. Still narrowband signals were obtained for
a majority of the simulated cavity vircators. As can be seen from Table 3.1 all
frequency peaks have a FWHM bandwidth of less than 150 MHz. Thus giving a
FBW of less than 2 %. The obtained FBW in each simulation is hence comparable
in size to previous experimental findings [21, 38]. Table 3.1 does not present data
which regards the issue of split peaks, as for example exhibited by the 17.5 cm
cavity. However the listed second highest peak power gives an indication of how
well the spectral peak of the dominant frequency is distinguished from the rest of
the spectrum. Thus from the listed data in Table 3.1 it could be anticipated that

Table 3.1: Peak frequency, peak amplitude, second highest peak amplitude, full
width at half maximum and fractional bandwidth all measured at the waveguide
output. Simulations done with a diode gap of 1.3 cm, a diode voltage of 250 kV
and cavity lengths between 14 cm and 18.5 cm.

Length Frequency Peak Amp. 2nd Peak Amp. FWHM FBW
[cm] [GHz] (dB)[W2/Hz] (dB)[W2/Hz] [MHz] [%]
14.0 3.62 19.4 15.3 161 2.22
14.5 3.60 33.4 25.9 112 1.55
15.0 3.58 36.1 35.1 119 1.66
15.5 3.64 45.1 16.8 126 1.73
16.0 3.60 45.9 16.7 119 1.65
16.5 3.57 43.2 19.7 119 1.67
17.0 3.55 42.9 13.2 119 1.67
17.5 3.80 39.1 37.6 112 1.47
17.8 3.54 47.0 27.4 140 1.98
18.0 3.54 35.3 19.7 140 1.98
18.5 3.76 46.3 24.8 119 1.58
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also the 15 cm cavity exhibits a splitting of its dominant frequency. Due to space
limitations the remaining power spectra’s have been left out of this report, but it
can be noted that the 15 cm cavity do exhibit a splitting of its dominant frequency.

Even though Table 3.1 gives the spectral power density amplitude, the trans-
formation to the frequency domain also means that the temporal information is
shaded. Therefore it is not possible to know if the power indicated by the nar-
rowband peaks in Figure 3.2 last throughout the pulse duration. Therefore one
should also examine the time series measurements of the microwave radiation. Fig-
ure 3.5–3.6 displays the time series measurement of the radiated microwave power
at the waveguide output for the 16.5 cm to 18 cm cavities. As seen in Figure 3.5
both the 16.5 cm and 17 cm cavities produces a relatively stable microwave radia-
tion around 3–3.5 MW . Hence giving them an efficiency slightly below 0.5 %. The
radiation is established within in 20–30 ns, which is quick considering the 10 ns
rise time of the voltage pulse. However both the 17.5 cm and 18 cm cavities in
Figure 3.6 have a temporal variation of the radiated power. The 17.5 cm cavity
does initially build up a radiation around 5 MW, but the radiation rapidly decays
into oscillation with an amplitude around 6 MW. After roughly 80 ns the vircator
stabilizes, with a radiated power around 2-3 MW. The three radiation phases seen
in the obtained power measurement explains the triple peak seen in Figure 3.3. The
radiation phases corresponds to different modes with different resonant frequencies.
Cavities radiating with a single dominant frequency peak can though also have an
irregular radiation, due to degeneracy in the mode structure. Here exemplified by
the 18 cm cavity in Figure 3.6. It does as well build up a large initial radiation
about 3.5 MW, then changes mode after 40 ns. Whether the EM-fields of the new
mode are weaker or just couples poorly to the waveguide cannot be judged from
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Figure 3.5: Microwave power radiated from end of the output waveguide. In a) for
a cavity length of 16.5 cm and in b) for a cavity length of 17 cm. Both simulation
used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode voltage of 250 kV.
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Figure 3.6: Microwave power radiated from end of the output waveguide. In a) for
a cavity length of 17.5 cm and in b) for a cavity length of 18 cm. Both simulation
used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode voltage of 250 kV.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Spectrogram of the radiated microwaves, showing that the dominant
frequency is stable in time. In a) for a cavity length of 16.5 cm and in b) for a
cavity length of 17 cm. Both simulation used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode
voltage of 250 kV.

collected data. Nevertheless the transition to the new mode gives a weaker, but
stable radiated microwave power of 1 MW. A point to notice in the plots of the
microwave radiation is the reflected power, which presence is revealed by the offset
on the power signal. This a non-physical artefact of the numerical scheme. Though
with the reflection remaining comparatively small, its influence on the simulation
can be neglected.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Spectrogram of the radiated microwaves. In a) for a cavity length of
17.5 cm, with a chirping dominant frequency. In b) for a cavity length of 18 cm, with
a less well defined dominant frequency then those in Figure 3.7. Both simulation
used a diode gap of 1.3 cm and a diode voltage of 250 kV.

As discussed the variations in radiated power indicates a jump between two
modes and thereby a change of the vircator frequency. Figure 3.7–3.8 shows the
spectrogram of the 16.5 cm to 18 cm cavities. The interpretation that the time vari-
ations in radiated power indicates a shift between modes is supported by respective
spectrogram in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. The stably radiating 16.5 cm and 17 cm
cavities shows no drift of their dominant frequency. Whereas the 17.5 cm cavity
shows a clear increase of it dominant frequency over time. Thus the three dominant
frequencies seen in Figure 3.2 does not appear at the same time, instead they indi-
cates that the vircator is chirping. Why certain cavities shows such a characteristic
has not been understood from this study. The 18 cm cavity retains a more stable
operation frequency, even though it also changes mode. Nonetheless the 18 cm cav-
ity’s radiated power is less concentrated to the operation frequency than compared
to the 16.5 cm and 17 cm cavities.

According to [58] early experiments on vircators found that phase locking was
easier achieved in larger cavities. Therefore a set of vircators with even longer
cavities were simulated in the hope of avoiding the issues seen with the 17.5 cm
cavity. Cavities with lengths between 25 cm and 30 cm were simulated. The peak
frequencies, peak power, FHWM and FBW obtained in all these simulation are listed
in Table 3.2, whereas Figure 3.9 shows the power spectrum of the microwave power
and the spectrogram of vircator simulated with a 29 cm long cavity. Similarly to
the previous shorter cavities no continuous tuning range was achieved. A drawback
of the larger cavities is that they in general give a decreased microwave radiation,
as seen from the slightly lower peak amplitudes in Table 3.2.

Although the main issue with the larger cavities is that the same peak splitting
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Table 3.2: Peak frequency, peak amplitude, full width at half maximum and frac-
tional bandwidth at waveguide output. Simulations done with a diode gap of 1.3 cm,
a diode voltage of 250 kV and cavity lengths between 25.5 cm and 30 cm.

Length Frequency Peak Amp. FWHM FBW
[cm] [GHz] (dB)[W2/Hz] [MHz] [%]
25.0 3.60 43.1 119 1.65
25.5 3.62 26.6 140 1.94
26.0 3.62 49.7 126 1.74
26.5 3.60 36.0 126 1.75
27.0 3.67 35.3 119 1.62
27.5 3.57 39.5 119 1.67
28.0 3.56 39.9 119 1.67
29.0 3.54 45.4 119 1.68
29.5 3.74 48.6 182 2.43
30.0 3.71 27.8 154 2.08
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Figure 3.9: Power spectrum in a) and spectrogram in b) obtained for a cavity length
of 29 cm. The dominant frequency is over time smeared out to a broad range of
frequencies.

and chirping seen in the shorter 17.5 cm cavity appears in almost all long cavities.
An example is the 29 cm cavity in Figure 3.9. As seen in the power spectrum
microwaves are being radiated over a broad range of frequencies and the spectrogram
shows that the radiation band grows over time. The characteristics of the larger
cavities are in all aspects worse than for the smaller ones. Thus for one parameter
narrowband tuning it appears as the smaller set of simulated cavities provided the
best opportunity. However and as already discussed, continuous frequency tuning
could only be accomplished within a 100 MHz band with these cavities. The results
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Figure 3.10: Measured diode current deviates with 5–7 % from the theoretical
expected value. The diode current is theoretically independent of the cavity length,
a behaviour that the diode current in the simulated vircators follows.

of this study therefore indicates that the feedback from the EM-fields in the cavity
onto the virtual cathode is too weak to govern its oscillation frequency.

To ensure that the simulation give reasonable results, the measured current
density and the particle momentum space should be investigated. As indicated by
the Child-Langmuir law the current across the diode gap should only depend upon
the diode gap length and the voltage across the gap. In a normal diode there is
no reflected current, while in the vircator the reflected electrons give an oscillatory
contribution to the diode current. Therefore a mean value of the measured current
has been calculated, which should average out the reflected current contribution.
The average was calculated using measurement data obtained between 60 ns to
120 ns into the simulations. Figure 3.10 shows the observed diode currents and the
corresponding theoretical values. The theoretical values are calculated using the
Child-Langmuir current density obtained from Equation (1.9), which is then been
multiplied with the emitter area to obtain the actual current. Notice that since the
drift direction of the electron beam is defined as the positive direction, the current
which goes in the opposite direction becomes negative, as can be seen from the
values in Figure 3.10. There is a constant deviation between simulation and theory
with about 5–7 %. Since the diodes in the simulated vircators are different in
several aspects to the idealized diode used in the derivation of the Child-Langmuir
law, this deviation between theoretical values and simulation values can be expected.
Nevertheless the observed currents are expected to follow the behaviour of the Child-
Langmuir law and therefore be independent of the cavity length. Figure 3.10 shows
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that most simulations gives fairly similar diode currents, but that there are three
outliers. The 17.5 cm, 17.8 cm and 18.5 cm cavities have slightly larger currents,
which thus explains some of the deviations seen in their respective power spectrum.
An increased current density will cause an increase of the beam plasma frequency
and as known from experimental findings there is a connection between the plasma
frequency and the virtual cathode oscillation frequency [21]. Thus the peak splitting
seen for the 17.5 cm cavity in Figure 3.2, also seen for the 17.8 cm cavity and the
increased peak frequency of the 18.5 cm cavity corresponds well with the observed
difference in diode current.

As all simulated vircators give diode currents far above the space charged limited
current, the virtual cathode oscillations should be clearly seen in their respective
phase space. Figure 3.11 shows the z-momentum of the 17.0 cm cavity 80 ns into the
pulse. Note that the momentum has been scaled with the electron mass, whereby the
plot effectively shows the vz distribution. The plot shows how the emitted electron
beam is accelerated towards the anode, which is seen as the white stripe across the
beam. After passing the anode the beam is slowed down until it reaches the virtual
cathode, which for the current time step is located around 180 mm in Figure 3.11. At
this point a certain amount of electrons have obtained a negative z-momentum and
are reflected back through the anode. The oscillation of the virtual cathode is best
seen in a video clip or large set of consecutive images. Nonetheless the three electron
bunches seen in the beam tail behind the virtual cathode implicitly shows that the
virtual cathode oscillates. Hence the electron behaviour in the simulation agrees
with theory and clearly shows that an oscillating virtual cathode is established in
the 17 cm cavity.

The frequency behaviour observed in the simulations suggests that not only
TM01l modes are excited, but that a wide variety of TE and TM modes are excited.
Studying the EM-field distribution could therefore give a better understanding of
what is actually happening in the cavity. However, Magic3D does not provide the
best tools for EM-field structure and mode analysis. The code is implemented
in such a way that collecting data for field contour or vector field plots heavily
increases the simulation time, sometimes with up to 50-100 %. With some of the
parameters studies already requiring weeks to complete, EM-field measurements
were omitted, since they were not of primary interest for our study. Nonetheless the
17 cm configuration was run to collect vector field and contour field data to provide
a hint about how the EM-fields behave. Figure 3.12 shows the contour plot of Ez,
the B-field in the middle of the cavity and an enlarged rescaled Ez contour plot of
the extraction waveguide for a vircator simulated with a 17 cm cavity. Bφ measured
in the middle of the cavity changes direction two times between the cavities centre
axis and its inner wall, as shown in Figure 3.12 b). This observed B-field structure
cannot be solely constructed by TM01l modes, as understood from Equation (1.23).
Instead this would require TE or TM modes with larger n and m indices. However
TM01l modes might be present, though hidden by superposition with other modes.
Also the Ez, shown in Figure 3.12 a), is non-zero inside the cavity. Therefore it can
according to Equation (1.22) neither be a pure combination of TE modes in the
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Electron bunches

Figure 3.11: Electron z-velocity (vz) along the z axis at t=80 ns in the 17 cm cavity.
The cathode is at z=150 mm and the virtual cathode is around z=180 mm. Three
electron bunches are seen downstream from the virtual cathode. Note that the
z-momentum phase space looks the same, but scaled with me.

cavity, since these requires Ez = 0. Nevertheless when sequencing several contour
plots recorded at different times it can be observed that the unidentified, possibly
superpositioned, mode structure remains stable in time. The stability of the mode
structure is supported by the frequency stability seen in the spectrogram of the
17 cm cavity in Figure 3.7. On the other hand the spectrogram of the 17.5 cm cavity
shows a time dependent frequency. Thus the 17.5 cm can be expected to have an
unstable time dependent mode structure. That the observed mode structure in the
17 cm cavity would be a superposition of modes corresponds well with that several
frequency peaks are measured inside the cavity 17 cm, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Independent of exactly what modes are excited inside the cavities, it is expected
that mainly the TE10 mode becomes excited in the output waveguide. This mode
can however not be determined from made measurements in the 17 cm cavity, since
the E-field has only been measured along its z-component. However as seen in
Figure 3.12 c) Ez is sinusoidal in the waveguide, having a guide wavelength of
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about 10.5 cm. Substituting the obtained guide wavelength and the dimensions
of the WR284 waveguide into Equations (1.18) and (1.19) gives that Ez should
have a frequency of 3.6 GHz. A frequency of 3.6 GHz agrees well with the voltage
measurement made along the z-direction over the waveguide output end, displayed
in Figure 3.4 b).
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Figure 3.12: Contour plot of Ez at t=80 ns shown in a). Viewed in the y–z plane,
compare to Figure 1.1a). In b) B-field components parallel with the x–y plane in
the middle of the cavity at t=80 ns, compare to Figure 1.1 e). In c) is a rescaled plot
of Ez in the output waveguide. All the fields were measured in the 17 cm cavity.

3.2.1 Conclusions of the one parameter study
The simulations do not support that continuous frequency tuning is possible over
a 10 % bandwidth, using only the cavity length as tuning parameter. Though
it has been shown that alterations of the cavity length can cause jumps of a few
100 MHz and that it in between these jumps is possible to tune the vircator in a
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frequency range of about 100 MHz. Across this narrow tuning band the radiated
power is often negatively affected by changes in the vircator tuning parameter. The
tuning can cause uneven radiation power over time and there is also a difference
in radiated power between different cavity lengths. However the main issue is that
the theorized feedback of the cavity EM-fields onto the virtual cathode does not
work as anticipated. The cavity vircator seems to in general be weakly affected by
the cavity length and the EM-field feedback. Unless for some certain lengths, when
the vircator makes larger jumps in frequency, it changes its frequency with about
75 % less than was expected. It appears that the vircator excites different modes in
the cavity and not only TM01l modes, which explains the weak dependence of the
operation frequency upon the cavity length.

3.2.2 Remarks on the initial simulations

As the cavity dimensions could not be determined using standard theory of cylin-
drical cavities, the useful dimensions had to be found empirically. However to get
some rough estimate of the cavity dimension it was initially estimated that it would
behave as a theoretical ideal cavity. These early simulations used a longer diode gap
(1.6 cm) than in the vircator design described in Section 3.1.1, but with identical
values for the other parameters. The vircator was expected to have a frequency
about 2.84 GHz for the larger gap of 1.6 cm. For the first attempts using cavities
with 6 cm and 8 cm radius, the results were mixed. Some parameter sets gave sev-
eral resonant peaks with similar magnitude, while others gave no resonances at all.
A smaller cavity is usually preferable since it is often easiest to operate a cavity in
its fundamental mode. Modes closest to the fundamental mode does in general have
the narrowest bandwidths. Since their Q value are the largest, they also have the
smallest mode bandwidth according to Equation (1.20) [44]. However the relation
for the Q value is not linear and depends on the geometrical cavity dimensions.
Therefore, higher order modes sometimes have higher Q values than some lower
order modes. In [58], it is reported that small cavities seem to have a denser mode
population when having a vircator working into its volume. Since the initial sim-
ulation results agreed with this statement, the radius was increased with the aim
of exciting an even higher TM01l mode. It was found that the TM013 mode would
have a resonant frequency of 2.8 GHz for a cavity with a radius of 12.6 cm and
a length of 17 cm, which thus would be relatively close to the expected 2.84 GHz
frequency of the vircator. By repeated simulations cavity lengths from 15 cm to
19 cm were investigated, but no resonance close to 2.84 GHz was observed. How-
ever for cavity lengths close to 17 cm a strong resonance appeared around 3.5 GHz.
Thus it appeared as both the vircator and mode frequency had shifted by about
650 MHz, from what is to be expected. Regarding the mode it could be so that it
was the next higher TM014 mode that got excited with a predicted frequency about
3.64 GHz. A frequency shift of the vircator operation frequency, due to cavity feed-
back on the virtual cathode, was expected. However it was expected to be much
smaller than 650 MHz. Nonetheless if it is actually feedback causing the observed
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frequency shift, it should also cause the output frequency to change as the cavity
length is altered. This was not the case and the peak output frequency changed
by less than 100 MHz, while the theoretical TM013 and TM014 resonant frequencies
should change between 600–800 MHz for the simulated lengths. It was tested to
vary other parameters, such as the applied voltage between 235-280 kV and also
to use a shorter diode gap of 1.45 cm. The particle statistics was also considered
by increasing the number of super particles, which as expected only decreased the
noise profile and left the frequency unchanged. However even though the constrain
set by FOI’s Marx generator should allow for diode gaps up to 1.6 cm, their pre-
vious experiments have been limited to 1.2 cm [40, 38] and 1.3 cm gaps, due to
problems of achieving large enough current densities [59]. Thus in the attempt of
achieving a frequency change the diode gap was decreased to 1.3 cm and below.
With a diode gap of 1.3 cm the vircator should have a frequency close to 3.5 GHz
and a gap of 1.2 cm should give a frequency about 3.8 GHz. These frequencies were
also obtained and all other vircator quantities observed in our initial simulations
did match with theory for diode gaps from and below 1.3 cm. The 1.3 cm gap was
chosen for the further studies, since it gave the frequency closest to the middle of the
S-band. However, the simulations using larger diode gaps also gave peak frequencies
about 3.5 GHz, irrespectively of the other parameters values. To verify the obtained
3.5 GHz for a 1.3 cm diode gap, a simulation using half the original grid cell size
was made, giving a peak frequency deviating less than 1 % from the peak frequency
obtained using the original grid. Hence proving the original grid provides sufficient
resolution. A few simulations with varying applied voltage were also made. These
showed larger frequency changes than the previous simulations using larger diode
gaps had showed and the changes were in better agreement with theory than before.
Combined, we conclude that these simulations supports that for diode gaps up to
1.3 cm the current vircator configuration can be modelled accurately and correctly
in Magic3D. A lot of effort has also been put into understanding the cause of the
unexpected frequency results obtained for larger diode gaps. Nonetheless it has
not been possible to identify whether it was caused by errors or limitations in the
simulation code or if the results are valid, but not possible to predict with current
theory.



Chapter 4

Cavity vircator – Three parameter
tuning

4.1 Frequency tuning by variation of cavity length, diode
gap and diode voltage

Variation of the cavity length has proven to be an inapplicable method for achieving
frequency tuning of the cavity vircator. Only a too narrow tuning band could be
achieved using this method. Nonetheless previous work and the initial simulations
discussed in Section 3.2.2 indicates that variations of the diode gap and diode voltage
have a stronger influence over the vircator operation frequency than the cavity
length. Therefore a wider tuning band should be possible to achieve, by allowing
variations of both diode gap, diode voltage and the cavity length. Hence the idea
is to use the diode voltage and diode gap for the actual frequency tuning, while the
cavity is used as a narrow passband filter.

4.1.1 Cavity vircator simulation model

The three parameter tuning simulations have used the same vircator model as
presented in Section 3.1.1 and shown in Figure 3.1. An important note is that
in this simulation model the input voltage is scaled to always give the desired
diode voltage. However the diode impedance depends upon the diode gap accord-
ing Equation (1.12). Therefore the input voltage varies between simulations that
have the same diode voltage, but different diode gaps. The set of shorter cavi-
ties (15.5–18.5 cm) were the main focus for this three parameter study, though the
longer cavities (25–30 cm) were also studied.

4.1.2 Theoretical predictions

Independent of the parameter setting the vircator should follow or at least behave
according to theory. Thus the diode current should agree reasonably well with the
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Child-Langmuir law and the operation frequency should follow Equation (1.17).
Decreasing the diode gap should therefore give a higher diode current and a higher
dominant frequency. Whereas an increased diode voltage should give an increased
diode current and an increased dominant frequency. For the simulated diode gaps
between 1.3 cm and 0.9 cm, at 250 kV diode voltage, Equation (1.17) predicts the
dominant frequency to range between 3.50 GHz to 5.05 GHz. The variations of the
diode voltage should in comparison give a much smaller variation. For the simulated
diode voltages between 235 kV to 280 kV, with a 1.3 cm diode gap, Equation (1.17)
give a frequency range between 3.4 GHz to 3.69 GHz. Thus it is expected that the
diode gap will be used for initial tuning, while diode voltage and cavity length is
used for minor frequency adjustments.

4.2 Results and Discussion

Table 4.1 lists the observed output frequency of the cavity vircator as function of
either varying diode gap or varying diode voltage, for the case of a 16.5 cm cavity.
Figure 4.1 a-b) shows the observed dominant frequency and corresponding spectral
peak power observed in each simulation of this three parameter study that treats
cavity lengths around 17 cm, where the simulations have been sorted on obtained
dominant frequency. Figure 4.1 c) shows observed dominant frequencies that resides
within in the S-band and have a spectral peak power above 40 dB W2/Hz, with
their actual corresponding spectral peak power displayed in Figure 4.1 d). The
convention used for frequencies and quantities expressed in dB are the same as in
Section 3.2.

Both the vircator theory and results obtained during the initial work of this
study (see Section 3.2.2) indicates that the dominant frequency strongly depends
upon the diode gap. This behaviour is also observed in the simulation results of
this three parameter study, shown in Table 4.1 for a 16.5 cm long cavity. The
results shows that the frequency depends less on the diode voltage than the diode
gap. Compared to the theoretically expected values, presented in Section 4.1.2,
the simulations indicates slightly higher frequencies. Nonetheless Equation (1.17)
estimates a 290 MHz tuning band for the given voltage range 235–280 kV, which is
only 20 MHz narrower than the band found in Table 4.1. The frequency range found
for the diode gaps have slightly larger deviation from theory. Diode gaps ranging
between 0.9–1.3 cm have a theoretical tuning band of 1.55 GHz, which deviates by
270 MHz from the obtained tuning band of 1.82 GHz in Table 4.1. Thus the voltage
and diode tuning bands respectively deviates with about 7 % and 17 % from their
expected values. However the results shows that a wide range of frequencies are
reachable by only varying these two parameters, though most of them lies outside
of the S-band.

The three parameter study was made by running a few hundred simulations, with
different parameter settings. However the simulations where made with slightly dif-
ferent parameter resolution. A first set of simulations used cavity lengths between
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15.5–18.5 cm with a 0.5 cm step size (though also including 17.8 cm), diode gaps be-
tween 0.9–1.3 cm with 0.1 cm step size and diode voltages between 235–280 kV with
15 kV step size. A second set of simulations used cavity lengths between 17–18.4 cm
with a 0.2 cm step size, diode gaps between 1.2–1.3 cm with 0.02 cm step size and
a diode voltage of 250 kV. The second study was conducted to ensure that the volt-
age range and diode step size of 0.1 cm, used for in the first set of simulations, was
small enough to resolve the desired frequency changes. Thus in total 202 unique
parameter configurations where simulated. The dominant peak frequency observed
for each unique simulation is plotted in Figure 4.1 a). As can be seen two dense
regions of frequencies where achieved, one roughly between 4.5-5.5 GHz correspond-
ing to the shortest diode gaps and between 3.5-4 GHz corresponding to the larger
diode gaps. The region in between is more sparsely populated, indicating a jump
between 4 GHz and 4.5 GHz. The main issue is however the strongly varying spec-
tral peak power, which can be seen for respective simulation in Figure 4.1 b). In
some cases adjacent frequency peaks have a peak power that varies with more than
20 dB W2/Hz. There is a slight improvement for higher frequencies, though they
are not of interest for this thesis study. Low radiated peak power could be a conse-
quence of poor coupling between the vircator and the cavity, due to the absence of
a cavity mode at the vircator frequency for the given cavity length. If discarding all
results having a radiated microwave power below 40 dB W2/Hz, only a few S-band
frequencies remains. Ranging from 3.5–4 GHz, the observed S-band frequencies
are chunked together in three narrow frequency bands around 3.55 GHz, 3.82 GHz
and 3.94 GHz as seen in Figure 4.1 c). A central frequency somewhere between
3.5–4 GHz, has a 10 % bandwidth of 350–400 MHz. characteristics. However all
three regions have a bandwidth below 100 MHz, thus about three times smaller
than the aimed 10 % bandwidth. Further the frequency jump between the highest
frequency in the 3.55 GHz band and the lowest frequency in the 3.82 GHz band
is about 200 MHz. With the aimed frequency tuning band being 10 % of the cen-
tral frequency, a frequency jump of 200 MHz would then corresponds to 50 % or
more of the intended tuning band for any frequency in the S-band. Setting the
radiated power threshold even lower, at for example 35 dB W2/Hz, only decreases
the frequency jump by 10 MHz. The simulations shows no possibility to achieve a

Table 4.1: Frequency behaviour for different diode voltages and diode gaps. Data
from simulation using a cavity length of 16.5 cm.

Diode voltage Diode gap Frequency Diode voltage Diode gap Frequency
[kV] [mm] [GHz] [kV] [mm] [GHz]
235 13 3.55 250 13 3.57
250 13 3.57 250 12 3.89
265 13 3.85 250 11 4.97
280 13 3.86 250 10 5.06

250 9 5.39
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Figure 4.1: Achieved frequencies when varying diode gap between 0.9–1.3 cm, cavity
length between 15.5–18.5 cm and diode voltage between 235–280 kV. The parameter
values for the sorted frequencies are tabulated in Table 7.1 in Appendix A.

narrowband signal, which can be continuously frequency tuned with relatively high
and stable radiated microwave power for given parameters values. Among the re-
sults shown in Figure 4.1 no filtering of simulations causing double peaks have been
made. In the one parameter study the split peak of the 17.5 cm cavity managed to
achieve a peak power of 39.1 dB W2/Hz, but with a chirping frequency. Considering
that the simulation model is nothing but an idealization of a real world vircator,
it appears unlikely that a realization of this model would show improved frequency
tuning and microwave radiation characteristics.

Figure 4.1 a-b) shows the observed dominant frequency and corresponding spec-
tral peak power observed in each simulation of this three parameter study that treats
cavity lengths between 25–30 cm, where the simulations have been sorted on ob-
tained dominant frequency. Figure 4.1 c) shows observed dominant frequencies that
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resides within in the S-band and have a spectral peak power above 40 dB W2/Hz,
with their actual corresponding spectral peak power displayed in Figure 4.1 d). The
longer cavities, with lengths between 25–30 cm were only simulated using the larger
step sizes; 0.5 cm for the cavity length, 0.1 cm for the diode gap and 15 kV for
the diode voltage. As seen in Figure 4.2 a), the obtained bands of frequencies were
once again separated by frequency jumps. Though with a clear continuous increase
within in each of the denser regions, at least from a macroscopic perspective. How-
ever the issue with varying radiated power still remained, as seen in Figure 4.2 b).
Nonetheless the interesting result from this study are the observed high power fre-
quency peaks in the S-band, see Figure 4.2 c). They are rather few and as seen in
Figure 4.2 d) have a varying radiated microwave power. However all of them are
situated in more or less the same frequency regions as was found with the previous
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Figure 4.2: Achieved frequencies when varying diode gap between 0.9–1.3 cm, cavity
length between 25–30 cm and diode voltage between 250–280 kV. The parameter
values for the sorted frequencies are tabulated in Table 8.1 in Appendix B.
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parameter study using the shorter cavities. It has not been possible to understand
this division into different frequency bands, hence this phenomenon has been left
unexplained by this thesis study. Due to the division of the frequencies seen for both
long and short cavities it must be concluded that the cavity vircator appears un-
suitable for applications requiring a narrow band frequency tunable output signal.
The simulation results shows that the cavity vircator cannot be tuned to operate
in a satisfactory manner for all frequencies within the upper part of the S-band.

Neither the three parameter nor the one parameter study of the axial cavity
vircator were able to generate frequencies below 3.4 GHz. Since the focus area of
the study was set to the 2–4 GHz S-band, most of the targeted range of frequencies
could never be studied. Lower frequencies can as seen from Equation (1.17) be
obtained by increasing the diode gap. The theory presented about vircators in this
thesis indicates that for the constraints given by FOI’s Marx generator, it should
be possible to obtain lower frequencies [40]. However both earlier experimental
findings [59] and the initial simulation discussed in Section 3.2.2 have indicated
that the Marx generator’s physical limitations prevents the use of diode gaps above
1.3 cm. Thus to study lower frequencies would require a stronger voltage source or
a different vircator design.

4.2.1 Conclusions of the three parameter study
Changing the diode gap and diode voltage should allow for direct large scale ma-
nipulation of the vircators dominant frequency, which is also shown by this three
parameter study. However the simulation results still indicates that a continuously
frequency tunable signal cannot be achieved. The obtained frequencies lying inside
the S-band and having a radiated microwave power above 40 dB W2/Hz are limited
to certain frequency bands between 3.5-4 GHz, that give tuning bandwidths below
100 MHz. Thus no continuously tunable range with a bandwidth of 200–400 MHz
was obtained. A 200–400 MHz bandwidth corresponds to a 10 % bandwidth around
any frequency in the 2–4 GHz range of the S-band, which was the aim of this study.
However this three parameter study indicates that cavities with lengths around
17 cm provide better results than longer cavities between 25–30 cm. It should be
noted that the only non-evanescent dominant frequencies obtained in the simula-
tions were observed above 3.4 GHz. Thus a large part of the S-band could not be
studied using this vircator model, due to the constraints set by the voltage source
used in the simulation model.



Chapter 5

Double anode vircator – Three
parameter tuning

5.1 Frequency tuning by variation of tuning wall position,
diode gap and diode voltage

The double anode vircator has been less studied than other vircator configurations,
or at least there are fewer publications, but it has already been reported capable of
frequency tuning up to 15 % around its central frequency [14]. As the vircator stud-
ied in [14] have up to three mechanical tuning mechanisms (diode gap, tuning wall
position and feedback aperture) it becomes both hard to construct and operate. The
construction issues are connected with that each mechanically moving part requires
a puncturing of the sealed evacuated waveguide structure that encloses the vircator.
Considering that [14] also utilizes an electrical tuning mechanism, alternation of ap-
plied voltage, the complete parameter space becomes four dimensional. Therefore
it would be favourable if especially the number of mechanical tuning mechanisms
could be reduced, without loss of the wide tuning band. Therefore this part of
the study aims at achieving a 10 % tuning bandwidth within the S-band, by only
varying the diode voltage, the diode gap and the tuning wall position.

5.1.1 Double anode simulation model

The simulations of the double anode model uses the same idealized voltage source
as used in the axial cavity model. The applied voltage pulse reaches a stable flat
peak voltage after a rise time of 10 ns. Due to the increased voltage requirements
in double anode vircators, the physical voltage constraints set by FOI’s Marx gen-
erator have been partly disregarded in this model [40]. Thus diode voltages be-
tween 320–520 kV have been simulated. Whereas the diode gap is varied between
10–13 mm and the tuning wall position has been varied from 90 mm to 40 mm
with respect to the centre of the beam. Figure 5.1 shows the location of the tun-
ing wall in the three dimensional model of the vircator, and its relative position
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Figure 5.1: 3D model of the simulated
double anode vircator. The tuning wall
is coloured in cyan, while the anodes are
shown in grey.

towards the anodes through which the
electron beam passes. As can be seen,
both the premodulating cavity and the
output waveguide are rectangular. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows cross sectional views of
the three dimensional simulation model.
Everything to the left of the first an-
ode are cylinder symmetrical in both
figures, while everything to the right
are made of rectangular structures. The
cylindrical waveguide to the left has an
inner radius of 84 mm and the cathode
shank has a radius of 35 mm. A circu-
lar emitter with a radius of 15 mm is
placed on the end of the cathode shank,
seen as a black strip in Figure 5.2. The
first anode is circular with a diameter
of 62 mm, whereas the second anode is
quadratic with a side length of 62 mm
and they are spaced 18 mm apart. Be-
tween the anodes one finds the premodulating cavity, which has a height of 16 mm
and width of 108 mm. The length of the cavity depends upon the position of the
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Figure 5.2: 2D cross sections of the simulated double anode vircator. Note that there
is an aperture, seen in a), below the second anode, which connects the premodulation
cavity with the outer waveguide.
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tuning wall, shown in Figure 5.1. At the opposite side of the cavity, relative to the
tuning wall, there is an aperture that connects the cavity with the output waveg-
uide as seen in Figure 5.2 a). The aperture has a height of 6 mm and stretches
along the whole width of the cavity. The cavity wall opposite the tuning wall has
a fixed distance to the beam axis of 137 mm, whereas the distance Ltw between
the tuning wall and the beam axis is one of the variable parameters of this study.
Thus the length of the cavity Lc is given by Lc = Ltw + 13.7 cm. The outer waveg-
uide has been designed to comply with industrial waveguide standards. Therefore
it has a width of 108 mm and a height of 54 mm, which corresponds to the WR430
waveguide dimensions. For the TE10 mode this waveguide is best operated between
1.7–2.6 GHz (theoretical cut-off at 1.3 GHz), which only partly falls within the
S-band. Using smaller waveguide dimensions would increase the cut-off and the
preferable operation frequencies. However as the waveguide dimension decreases
its walls will come closer and closer to the position of the virtual cathode. If the
waveguide walls comes to close they start to interact strongly with with the virtual
cathode and at some point waveguide walls will coincide with the virtual cathode,
which effectively short circuits the virtual cathode and prevents it formation. The
choice of the WR430 waveguide is thus motivated by the need to avoid having the
waveguide walls to close to the virtual cathode. Higher frequencies can still be
supported by the WR430 waveguide, either in the TE10 mode or in higher order
modes. The output port of the waveguide, the location where the radiated fields and
microwave power are measured, is located about 15 cm from the beam axis as seen
in Figure 5.2 a). The simulation model is based on the vircator model used in [13],
but with minor modifications of the premodulating cavity, feedback aperture and
output waveguide dimensions. Compared to the previous simulation work in [13],
the voltage source has been changed and the cylindrical input has been shorten to
minimize the simulation time.

5.1.2 Theoretical and empirical predictions

The injected current density in the diode region is obtained from the Child-Langmuir
law in Equation (1.9). At a diode voltage of 400 kV the injected current should be
between 0.38–0.65 kA/cm2 for diode gaps between 1-1.3 cm. Vircator parameters
found in the Child-Langmuir law are the diode gap and diode voltage, whereas it
predict that the diode current should be independent of the tuning wall position.
Therefore the injected current should remain constant in the simulation, regard-
less of the tuning wall position, but change with variations in diode gap and diode
voltage. Without a derived relation for the double anode vircator frequency, pre-
dictions of its frequency behaviour are based upon findings from earlier simulation
work and experimental studies. Our work is based on the double anode vircator
model studied in [13], which is based on the vircator studied in [12]. This vircator
is almost identical to the double anode vircators studied in [14, 15, 26, 43], and it is
therefore expected that our simulations should generate frequencies similar to those
reported in these earlier works. Some of the vircator model’s waveguide structure
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dimensions have been changed so they correspond to the ones used for the vircator
in [15], for which a certain vircator parameters setting was reported to generate a
frequency of 2.65 GHz. As deviations from this result may occur, it can be noted
that [12] observed frequencies between 2–3.7 GHz for a few different values of the
diode gap and the applied voltage. In some cases a change of 25 kV in applied
voltage shifted the observed frequency by 600 MHz [12]. Therefore our simulations
might not observe the reported 2.65 GHz frequency, but should give frequencies
within the S-band.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Even though a large parameter space was investigated in this study, less than 50 %
of the simulations’ produces clear frequency peaks that are distinguishable from
the background noise. Of the in total 270 conducted simulations, only 96 obtained
distinguishable spectral peaks. Figure 5.3 a) lists all 96 simulations that generated
distinguishable spectral peaks, with their respective peak power displayed in Fig-
ure 5.3 b). Figure 5.3 c) shows the simulations that generates a dominant frequency
with peak power above 40 dB W2/Hz and that lays within the S-band, with their
respective peak power displayed in Figure 5.3 d). Note that the frequency, dB and
unit conventions of this section follow those earlier discussed in Section 3.2. As
can be seen in Figure 5.3 a), piecewise continuous tuning has been achieved within
certain bands of frequencies. The simulations have not showed any possibility for
bridging the frequency difference between the obtained tuning bands. From Fig-
ure 5.3 b) it can be observed, except for a few outliers, that the peak power is either
low or high, with a majority of the high peak powers corresponding to simulations
in the frequency band between 2.12–2.35 GHz. The high peak powers are relatively
equal in magnitude, with most of them grouped together within a difference of
10 dB W2/Hz. Figure 5.3 c-d) displays all observed frequencies in the S-band that
have a peak power above 40 dB W2/Hz and the peak microwave power observed
for each frequency. The requirement of having peak power above 40 dB W2/Hz has
minor effects on the observed tuning band between 2.12–2.35 GHz, which can still
be considered continuous. The simulation gives a tuning range of 230 MHz, which
for the central frequency of 2.24 GHz means frequency tuning within 10 %. Thus
our simulations show that the aimed a 10 % tuning bandwidth can be achieved
within the S-band, using only three tuning parameters.

Although the simulations shows that the aimed frequency tunable vircator should
be realizable, it is important to remember that our simulations considers an ideal-
ized double anode vircator. A real vircator, designed after this model, can therefore
not be guaranteed to behave according to our simulation results. The jumps in
frequency, also experimentally observed [12], do currently prevent the double anode
vircator from being continuously frequency tunable across the entire S-band. At
least it is not possible to achieve continuous tuning across the entire S-band using
the parameter space and parameters values investigated in this study.
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The electrodynamic feedback mechanism was suggested to depend upon the
dimensions of the modulation cavity. Hence changes in the frequency should be
observable even if all parameters expect the tuning wall position Ltw are fixed.
Figure 5.4 show frequency sets observed for three different combinations of fixed
diode voltage and fixed diode gap, but with varied Ltw. As seen from the obtained
data, positions closer to the beam (smaller Ltw) causes higher output frequencies,
whereas positions further away give slightly lower frequencies. The hypothesis was
that the EM-fields generated by the virtual cathode would leak into the modulation
cavity and thereby create a regulation mechanism of the virtual cathode frequency.
Assuming the modulation chamber to be an ideal rectangular cavity, the lowest
order TE modes that have frequencies close to or below the radiated frequency are
TE101, TE102 and TE103 modes. For the simulated dimensions the TE101, TE102
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Figure 5.3: Achieved frequencies when varying diode gap between 1–1.2 cm, the
tuning wall position between 4–9 cm and the diode voltage between 320–520 kV. The
parameter values for the sorted frequencies are tabulated in Table 9.1 in Appendix C.
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and TE103 mode frequencies should vary between 1.54–1.63 GHz, 1.92–2.19 GHz
and 2.42–2.9 GHz respectively. As seen from both Figure 5.4 and Table 9.1 in
Appendix C, the trend is that a decrease in Ltw causes an increase in the radiated
frequency. A decrease of Ltw gives a smaller cavity, meaning that the mode frequen-
cies also increases. The TE102 mode has a slight frequency offset compared to the
radiated frequencies, but its frequency dependence upon Ltw is the same as for the
observed radiated frequency. Therefore it appears as the TE102 mode is responsible
for the beam premodulation and vircator frequency regulation in the band between
2.12–2.35 GHz. Figure 5.3 a) also show that in two simulations the frequency peak
was found close to 3 GHz and Table 9.1 gives that Ltw were 9 cm in these two cases.
The cavity modes that are closest to 3 GHz for Ltw = 9 cm are TE104 at 2.98 GHz,
TE201 at 2.85 GHz and TE202 at 3.07 GHz. The diode voltages for the two cases
varies between 400–440 kV, which are among the higher diode voltages investigated
in this study. An increased diode voltage corresponds to a shorter electron transit
time and thereby an increased frequency. Thus the simulations that obtains domi-
nant frequencies around 3 GHz can be considered valid, especially since there exists
several modes that can provide a modulating E-field around 3 GHz. Assuming that
the modulation mode for the frequencies found around 3 GHz is the TE104, then
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Figure 5.4: Frequency tuning achieved using only the tuning wall position as pa-
rameter for three cases of fixed diode gap and fixed diode voltage. The three cases
of fixed parameter values are; (∗) Vak = 320 kV and d = 1.1 cm, (4) Vak = 320 kV
and d = 1.2 cm, (◦) Vak = 360 kV and d = 1.2 cm.
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one would also expect an intermediate frequency band governed by the TE103 mode.
However an ideal cavity, which the premodulation cavity can be considered being,
only allows certain standing wave patterns along each of its dimensions. Figure 5.5
display the placement of the electron beam axis in the premodulation cavity and
how the magnitude of the Ey component of the first four TE10l modes varies along
the length of the premodulation cavity. Note that the mode pattern shifts slightly
relative to the beam axis as Ltw changes and that all modes are assumed to have the
same E-field amplitude. If comparing Figure 5.5 a-d), it can be seen that the centre
of the electron beam is often located close to one of the TE103 modes minimum.
When the beam is moved away from the minimum of the TE103 mode, the E-fields
of the other modes still have larger amplitudes. A larger amplitude should mean a
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Figure 5.5: Standing wave pattern along the length of the premodulation cavity.
Notice that the electron beam is wider than the plotted area, which only indicates
the beam centre. The view perspective of the cavity is the same as in Figure 5.2 a).
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larger contribution to the beam premodulation, which explains why no frequencies
that matches the TE103 mode were observed in the simulation results.

Assuming that a rectangular cavity of length L is being excited at a certain
frequency in the TE102 mode. If the length is then changed to 1.5 L, the cavity
would still be excited at the same frequency, but the EM-fields would be associated
with the TE103 mode. This concept can be understood by looking at the TE102 mode
in Figure 5.5 a). With the current tuning wall position the cavity’s Ey component
of the TE102 mode E-field has a half-wavelength λ

2 of about 11 cm. Hence if the
tuning wall is moved 11 cm to the right, the cavity would for the same frequency be
able to support three λ

2 . However the change in cavity geometry also changes the
mode structure and as a consequence the frequency that corresponds to λ

2 = 11 cm
becomes associated with the TE103 mode. Therefore no change of frequency should
be observed if the length of the premodulation cavity is increased by one half.
Figure 5.6 shows the power spectrum obtained from simulation of two cavities that
is differing in length by λ

2 . Here
λ
2 corresponds to the half-wavelength of the shorter

cavity’s TE102 mode. As can be seen the two power spectra are almost identical
and the dominant frequencies only differs by 35 MHz, which in a vircator research
perspective is a small difference. Therefore these simulation results further supports
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Figure 5.6: The figure shows the power spectrum for two different values of Ltw.
The frequency difference between the dominant peaks is 35 MHz. The difference in
Ltw corresponds to one half-wavelength of the TE102 E-field, in the cavity that has
Ltw = 6 cm. (Diode gap 1.2 cm and diode voltage 360 kV.)
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Figure 5.7: Difference in peak power shown as (◦) and FBW shown as (*) for each
simulation.

the conclusion that the premodulation is governed by the excited cavity modes.
Figure 5.7 shows the difference in peak magnitude between the dominant and

second highest spectral peaks as well as the FBW of the dominant peak for each
simulation. The difference should optimally be as large as possible. The majority
of the simulations that produced frequencies in the tuning band around 2.24 GHz
have a difference of 10 dB W2/Hz between the two highest spectral peaks, as seen
in Figure 5.7. Thus the problem of peak splitting observed for the axial cavity
vircator does not occur in the double anode vircator. The double anode vircator
should according to the simulation results have a FBW up to 4.5 %, which is a
rather large value for a narrowband vircator. However, considering that the aimed
tuning band has been achieved and with high radiated microwave power across all
frequencies in the tuning band, the slightly poor FBW values can be considered
acceptable. Nevertheless, if smaller FBW values could be achieved, then the double
anode vircator would become an even better choice as a radiation source for HPM
susceptibility testing.

Although a continuous tuning band around 2.2 GHz was achieved with the
studied parameter space, it would be desirable achieve similar tuning around higher
frequencies in the S-band. Simulation 96 in Figure 5.3 a-b) shows that the double
anode vircator is able to produce output signals at frequencies around 3 GHz with
peak powers above 40 dB W2/Hz. Thus with a different parameter space it might
be possible to obtain another tuning band around 3 GHz. However due to time
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limitations, this parameter expansion had to be left for future work. Though an issue
when moving toward higher frequencies is that the cavity mode structure becomes
denser, which might prevent the same wide tunability found around 2.2 GHz. As
seen for the axial cavity vircator, a dense mode structure can provide EM-fields at
almost any frequency and thereby prevent the electrodynamic feedback from being
dominated by a single mode. Another issue with higher order modes is that the
guide wavelength decreases, as seen in Figure 5.5. Remembering that Figure 5.5
plots the absolute amplitude value it can be understood that at some point the
higher order modes guide wavelength will become comparable to the beam width,
which will cause retardation and acceleration of different parts of the beam at the
same time. Thus above a certain order mode the E-field cannot provide a good
premodulation of the electron beam, which effectively sets an upper frequency limit
of a given configuration.

5.2.1 Conclusions of the double anode study
The simulation study of the double anode vircator has shown that the double anode
vircator can be tuned within a 10 % bandwidth around a central frequency of
2.24 GHz. Within this tuning band, the radiated microwave power is high and
there is also a clear difference between the dominant spectral peak and the second
highest spectral peak obtained in each simulation. The tunable frequencies do not
exhibit any splitting of the dominant spectral peak or other frequency instabilities.
However, the double anode vircator do in most simulations generate clear side bands
with relatively high peak powers.

It has been shown that the dominant output frequency of a double anode vircator
can be controlled by only varying the position of the tuning wall. The double anode
vircator frequency has been found to follow the frequency of the premodulating
E-fields. The vircator frequency follow, apart from an offset in frequency, the same
frequency behaviour upon the tuning wall position as the rectangular TE10l modes
of the premodulation cavity. Simulations have shown that the vircator frequency
and entire power spectrum are unaffected by a change in cavity length equal to λ

2
of the dominant premodulating E-field.

A few simulations have obtained a higher frequency about 3 GHz and it can thus
be expected that with an increase number of vircator parameter values it would be
possible to find another tuning band close to 3 GHz. Nonetheless the aim of this
study was to prove that the double anode vircator, operating in the S-band, can
be frequency tuned within a 10 % bandwidth using only the diode gap, tuning wall
position and diode voltage as tuning parameters. The aim was also preferable to be
met without too large variations in radiated power. This aim is met by the 10 %
tuning band found around 2.24 GHz, and the study must be regarded as especially
successful considering the strong radiated microwave power observed across this
tuning band.
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Conclusion

6.1 Parameter studies

Two vircator models have been evaluated by parametric simulations in Magic3D in
order to establish their frequency tunability. The study has shown that the axial
cavity vircator can operate at several different frequencies. However, the axial cavity
vircator frequency does not change smoothly as the vircator parameter values are
changing, but rather jump between narrow bands of frequencies. These frequency
bands are unaffected by the vircator parameter values and the bands themselves are
too narrow to allow the axial cavity to be tuned within 10 % of its central frequency.
The widest tuning band observed in the simulation results are a 100 MHz around a
central frequency of 3.82 GHz, thus giving a tuning band of less than 2.5 %. Another
issue is that some of the vircator configurations, that generates frequencies within
the tuning band around 3.82 GHz, obtains low radiated microwave power. It can be
noted that the width of the narrow tuning band obtained in the one parameter study
is similar to those obtained in the three parameter study. The axial cavity vircator
was also observed to exhibit spectral peak splitting for certain vircator parameter
values, which indicates a frequency instability. This issue was found to occur more
often in cavities with larger dimensions. With an observed FBW around or less
than 2 %, the simulations indicate that the axial cavity vircator has a narrowband
output signal. Since the axial cavity vircator exhibits frequency instabilities and
do not obtaining a tunable frequency band wider than 2.5 %, it must be concluded
that the axial cavity vircator is not a suitable microwave source for HPM testing.

In the case of an axial cavity vircator it was hypothesized that there would exist
an electrodynamic feedback mechanism. The idea of there being an electrodynamic
feedback mechanism provided an explanation for how the axial cavity vircator could
be tuned. According to the idea, the EM-fields of the excited cavity modes would
govern the virtual cathode behaviour and thus also its frequency. Since cavity mode
frequencies only exists for discrete values that depends upon the cavity geometry,
it was anticipated that changes in the resonant cavity dimensions would provide
frequency tuning modulation of the axial cavity vircator. The problem of getting a
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too dense mode structure was believed to be prevented by an expected predominant
coupling of the vircator to different TM01l modes. However, as observed in both the
one and three parameter study of the axial cavity vircator, such an electrodynamic
feedback mechanism does not exist or do at least not behave as anticipated. EM-field
measurements inside the cavity and observed changes in the vircator frequency
suggest that coupling occurs with several different modes and not just with the
TM01l modes. Without the expected feedback mechanism and specific TM01l mode
coupling, the argument for why the axial cavity vircator would be continuously
tunable falls.

The parameter study of the double anode vircator obtained a narrower band
between lowest and highest observed dominant frequency, compared to the axial
cavity vircator study. Nevertheless, the simulation results indicates a 10 % tuning
bandwidth around 2.24 GHz. Thus the double anode vircator model managed to
meet the aim of this master thesis, namely to find a vircator design that could
be tunable within a 10 % bandwidth. Within this tuning range the double anode
vircator is found have a high radiated microwave power and do not exhibit any
unstable frequency behaviour. However, a drawback is that the FBW of the double
anode vircator increases up to 4.5 % for several parameter settings. Even though
a smaller FBW would be preferable, the obtained values are acceptable for the
intended use in HPM susceptibility testing. The double anode vircator’s frequency
is found to follow the frequency behaviour of the TE10l modes of the premodulation
cavity and is also found to obtain the same frequency spectrum when the cavity
length is extended by λ

2 . As our simulation results indicates that the double anode
vircator is both frequency tunable, frequency stable and radiate with high microwave
power levels for a broad range of frequencies, leads to the conclusion that the double
anode vircator is a suitable microwave radiation source for use in HPM susceptibility
testing.

6.1.1 Remarks on the final conclusions

Although the parameter study indicates the double anode vircator to be a suit-
able tunable microwave radiation source, it must be noted that these results were
obtained using an idealized simulation model. Since earlier experimental works re-
ports significant frequency variations between identical vircator systems [24] and
shot-to-shot variations in a double anode vircator [12], a practical realization of our
double anode simulation should be expected to have a poorer behaviour than what
the results of this thesis study indicates.

6.1.2 Future work

The results of this thesis work leave some obvious openings for new studies. The
first being studies aimed at improving the FBW of the double anode vircator, which
would make it even more suitable for HPM susceptibility testing. Secondly, a few
simulations indicated that certain parameter values increased the double anodes
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vircator frequency to about 3 GHz. Hence, extending the number of simulated
parameter values might give wide tuning bands at higher frequencies. It could also
be of interest to study how the beam position inside the premodulation cavity affects
the frequency of the double anode vircator. Although further simulations studies
could provide new and interesting results, the most meaningful work to be done as
a continuation of this thesis work, would be to a build a real double anode vircator
according to the model used in this thesis work. A real double anode vircator would
allow for experimental verification of the tuning bands observed in this thesis work.
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Chapter 7

A - Parameter sets studied for the axial
cavity vircator – short cavities

Table 7.1: Parameter sets studied for the short cavities. Listed in the same order
as presented in Figure 4.1.

Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
1.0 17.5 9.0 280.0
2.0 17.8 9.0 265.0
3.0 17.8 9.0 280.0
4.0 17.5 12.0 265.0
5.0 17.8 12.0 265.0
6.0 18.5 13.0 235.0
7.0 18.0 13.0 235.0
8.0 17.8 13.0 235.0
9.0 18.0 13.0 250.0
10.0 17.0 13.0 235.0
11.0 17.8 13.0 250.0
12.0 17.5 13.0 235.0
13.0 15.5 13.0 235.0
14.0 17.2 13.0 250.0
15.0 18.0 12.8 250.0
16.0 16.5 13.0 235.0
17.0 17.0 13.0 250.0
18.0 17.6 13.0 250.0
19.0 17.4 13.0 250.0
20.0 16.5 13.0 250.0
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CHAPTER 7. A - PARAMETER SETS STUDIED FOR THE AXIAL CAVITY

VIRCATOR – SHORT CAVITIES

Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
61.0 17.6 12.4 250.0
62.0 18.0 12.0 250.0
63.0 17.4 12.6 250.0
64.0 17.8 12.2 250.0
65.0 17.5 13.0 280.0
66.0 17.5 12.0 235.0
67.0 17.2 12.8 250.0
68.0 17.2 12.6 250.0
69.0 17.4 12.4 250.0
70.0 17.6 12.2 250.0
71.0 17.8 12.0 250.0
72.0 17.0 12.8 250.0
73.0 17.2 12.4 250.0
74.0 17.0 13.0 265.0
75.0 17.0 12.6 250.0
76.0 17.4 12.2 250.0
77.0 17.6 12.0 250.0
78.0 17.0 12.0 235.0
79.0 17.5 12.0 250.0
80.0 17.0 12.4 250.0
81.0 17.0 13.0 280.0
82.0 17.2 12.2 250.0
83.0 17.4 12.0 250.0
84.0 17.0 12.2 250.0
85.0 17.2 12.0 250.0
86.0 16.5 13.0 265.0
87.0 17.0 12.0 250.0
88.0 16.5 13.0 280.0
89.0 16.5 12.0 235.0
90.0 16.5 12.0 250.0
91.0 18.5 12.0 250.0
92.0 16.0 12.0 235.0
93.0 16.5 12.0 265.0
94.0 16.0 12.0 250.0
95.0 18.5 12.0 265.0
96.0 15.5 12.0 235.0
97.0 18.5 12.0 280.0
98.0 15.5 12.0 250.0
99.0 16.0 12.0 265.0
100.0 16.0 12.0 280.0
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Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
101.0 15.5 12.0 265.0
102.0 15.5 12.0 280.0
103.0 15.5 11.0 235.0
104.0 18.5 11.0 235.0
105.0 18.5 11.0 250.0
106.0 18.0 11.0 235.0
107.0 17.8 11.0 235.0
108.0 17.8 11.0 250.0
109.0 17.5 11.0 235.0
110.0 16.5 12.0 280.0
111.0 16.5 11.0 235.0
112.0 16.0 11.0 235.0
113.0 16.0 11.0 250.0
114.0 16.5 11.0 265.0
115.0 15.5 11.0 250.0
116.0 16.0 11.0 265.0
117.0 15.5 11.0 265.0
118.0 16.0 11.0 280.0
119.0 15.5 11.0 280.0
120.0 16.5 11.0 280.0
121.0 18.0 12.0 265.0
122.0 18.0 12.0 280.0
123.0 17.8 12.0 280.0
124.0 18.0 11.0 250.0
125.0 18.5 11.0 265.0
126.0 17.5 12.0 280.0
127.0 18.0 11.0 265.0
128.0 18.5 11.0 280.0
129.0 17.5 11.0 250.0
130.0 17.8 11.0 265.0
131.0 18.5 10.0 235.0
132.0 18.0 11.0 280.0
133.0 17.5 11.0 265.0
134.0 18.5 10.0 250.0
135.0 17.0 12.0 265.0
136.0 17.8 11.0 280.0
137.0 18.0 10.0 235.0
138.0 17.0 12.0 280.0
139.0 17.0 11.0 235.0
140.0 17.8 10.0 235.0
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VIRCATOR – SHORT CAVITIES

Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
141.0 17.0 11.0 250.0
142.0 18.0 10.0 250.0
143.0 17.5 11.0 280.0
144.0 17.5 10.0 235.0
145.0 17.8 10.0 250.0
146.0 17.0 11.0 265.0
147.0 18.5 10.0 265.0
148.0 16.5 11.0 250.0
149.0 17.0 11.0 280.0
150.0 17.5 10.0 250.0
151.0 18.0 10.0 265.0
152.0 15.5 10.0 235.0
153.0 17.0 10.0 235.0
154.0 17.8 10.0 265.0
155.0 15.5 10.0 250.0
156.0 17.5 10.0 265.0
157.0 17.0 10.0 250.0
158.0 17.0 10.0 265.0
159.0 17.5 10.0 280.0
160.0 16.5 10.0 235.0
161.0 16.0 10.0 235.0
162.0 16.5 10.0 250.0
163.0 17.0 10.0 280.0
164.0 16.0 10.0 250.0
165.0 16.5 10.0 265.0
166.0 16.0 10.0 265.0
167.0 16.5 10.0 280.0
168.0 15.5 10.0 265.0
169.0 15.5 10.0 280.0
170.0 16.0 10.0 280.0
171.0 18.0 10.0 280.0
172.0 17.8 10.0 280.0
173.0 17.8 9.0 235.0
174.0 17.5 9.0 235.0
175.0 17.0 9.0 235.0
176.0 18.5 10.0 280.0
177.0 18.5 9.0 235.0
178.0 16.5 9.0 235.0
179.0 18.0 9.0 235.0
180.0 17.0 9.0 250.0
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Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
181.0 18.5 9.0 250.0
182.0 18.0 9.0 250.0
183.0 16.5 9.0 250.0
184.0 16.0 9.0 235.0
185.0 17.8 9.0 250.0
186.0 16.0 9.0 250.0
187.0 15.5 9.0 235.0
188.0 15.5 9.0 250.0
189.0 17.5 9.0 250.0
190.0 16.5 9.0 265.0
191.0 16.0 9.0 265.0
192.0 18.0 9.0 265.0
193.0 17.5 9.0 265.0
194.0 15.5 9.0 265.0
195.0 15.5 9.0 280.0
196.0 18.5 9.0 265.0
197.0 16.0 9.0 280.0
198.0 18.5 9.0 280.0
199.0 18.0 9.0 280.0
200.0 17.0 9.0 265.0
201.0 17.0 9.0 280.0
202.0 16.5 9.0 280.0
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B - Parameter sets studied for the axial
cavity vircator – long cavities

Table 8.1: Parameter sets studied for the long cavities. Listed in the same order as
presented in Figure 4.2.

Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
1.0 26.5 11.0 265.0
2.0 28.0 11.0 265.0
3.0 25.0 11.0 280.0
4.0 25.5 9.0 280.0
5.0 25.5 11.0 280.0
6.0 29.0 13.0 250.0
7.0 28.0 13.0 250.0
8.0 27.5 13.0 250.0
9.0 25.0 13.0 250.0
10.0 26.5 13.0 250.0
11.0 25.5 13.0 250.0
12.0 26.0 13.0 250.0
13.0 27.0 13.0 250.0
14.0 30.0 13.0 265.0
15.0 30.0 13.0 250.0
16.0 29.0 13.0 265.0
17.0 25.5 13.0 265.0
18.0 29.5 13.0 250.0
19.0 30.0 13.0 280.0
20.0 28.0 13.0 265.0
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CHAPTER 8. B - PARAMETER SETS STUDIED FOR THE AXIAL CAVITY

VIRCATOR – LONG CAVITIES

Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
61.0 27.5 12.0 265.0
62.0 27.5 12.0 280.0
63.0 27.0 12.0 280.0
64.0 28.0 11.0 250.0
65.0 26.5 12.0 280.0
66.0 27.5 11.0 250.0
67.0 27.0 11.0 250.0
68.0 26.0 12.0 280.0
69.0 26.5 11.0 250.0
70.0 26.0 11.0 250.0
71.0 25.5 11.0 250.0
72.0 26.0 11.0 265.0
73.0 25.5 11.0 265.0
74.0 30.0 11.0 250.0
75.0 25.0 11.0 250.0
76.0 25.0 11.0 265.0
77.0 29.5 11.0 250.0
78.0 29.5 11.0 265.0
79.0 29.0 11.0 250.0
80.0 29.0 11.0 265.0
81.0 29.5 11.0 280.0
82.0 28.0 11.0 280.0
83.0 27.0 11.0 265.0
84.0 27.5 11.0 265.0
85.0 27.5 11.0 280.0
86.0 27.0 11.0 280.0
87.0 26.5 11.0 280.0
88.0 26.0 11.0 280.0
89.0 26.5 10.0 250.0
90.0 26.0 10.0 250.0
91.0 25.5 10.0 250.0
92.0 25.0 10.0 250.0
93.0 25.5 10.0 265.0
94.0 30.0 11.0 265.0
95.0 25.0 10.0 265.0
96.0 30.0 11.0 280.0
97.0 29.5 10.0 250.0
98.0 30.0 10.0 250.0
99.0 29.0 11.0 280.0
100.0 29.0 10.0 250.0
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Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
101.0 30.0 10.0 265.0
102.0 29.0 10.0 265.0
103.0 29.5 10.0 265.0
104.0 28.0 10.0 250.0
105.0 28.0 10.0 265.0
106.0 26.5 10.0 265.0
107.0 27.5 10.0 250.0
108.0 27.5 10.0 265.0
109.0 28.0 10.0 280.0
110.0 26.0 10.0 265.0
111.0 27.0 10.0 250.0
112.0 27.5 10.0 280.0
113.0 26.0 10.0 280.0
114.0 27.0 10.0 265.0
115.0 27.0 10.0 280.0
116.0 25.5 10.0 280.0
117.0 25.0 10.0 280.0
118.0 26.5 10.0 280.0
119.0 29.0 10.0 280.0
120.0 29.5 10.0 280.0
121.0 27.0 9.0 250.0
122.0 27.5 9.0 250.0
123.0 26.5 9.0 250.0
124.0 26.0 9.0 250.0
125.0 25.5 9.0 250.0
126.0 26.5 9.0 265.0
127.0 27.0 9.0 265.0
128.0 30.0 10.0 280.0
129.0 26.0 9.0 265.0
130.0 29.5 9.0 250.0
131.0 25.0 9.0 250.0
132.0 29.0 9.0 250.0
133.0 30.0 9.0 250.0
134.0 25.5 9.0 265.0
135.0 25.0 9.0 265.0
136.0 28.0 9.0 250.0
137.0 25.0 9.0 280.0
138.0 27.5 9.0 265.0
139.0 28.0 9.0 280.0
140.0 28.0 9.0 265.0
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CHAPTER 8. B - PARAMETER SETS STUDIED FOR THE AXIAL CAVITY

VIRCATOR – LONG CAVITIES

Sim. no. Length (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
141.0 29.5 9.0 265.0
142.0 29.5 9.0 280.0
143.0 27.5 9.0 280.0
144.0 29.0 9.0 265.0
145.0 27.0 9.0 280.0
146.0 29.0 9.0 280.0
147.0 26.5 9.0 280.0
148.0 26.0 9.0 280.0



Chapter 9

C - Parameter sets studied for the
double anode vircator

Table 9.1: Parameters sets studied for the double anode vircator. Listed in the
same order as presented in Figure 5.3.

Sim. no. Wall position (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
1.00 8.00 11.00 520.00
2.00 7.00 11.00 520.00
3.00 4.50 11.00 520.00
4.00 5.80 11.00 520.00
5.00 9.00 11.00 480.00
6.00 4.75 11.00 520.00
7.00 6.50 11.00 520.00
8.00 6.25 11.00 520.00
9.00 8.00 12.00 440.00
10.00 9.00 11.00 520.00
11.00 6.25 11.00 480.00
12.00 6.00 11.00 520.00
13.00 4.00 11.00 520.00
14.00 8.00 11.00 480.00
15.00 5.00 11.00 480.00
16.00 7.00 11.00 480.00
17.00 6.00 11.00 480.00
18.00 5.50 11.00 520.00
19.00 9.00 12.00 320.00
20.00 6.80 11.00 520.00
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CHAPTER 9. C - PARAMETER SETS STUDIED FOR THE DOUBLE ANODE

VIRCATOR

Sim. no. Wall position (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
21.00 4.75 11.00 480.00
22.00 5.20 11.00 520.00
23.00 5.00 11.00 520.00
24.00 8.00 12.00 320.00
25.00 9.00 12.00 360.00
26.00 5.50 11.00 480.00
27.00 4.50 11.00 480.00
28.00 8.00 12.00 360.00
29.00 7.00 12.00 320.00
30.00 6.80 12.00 320.00
31.00 5.80 11.00 480.00
32.00 6.50 12.00 320.00
33.00 4.25 11.00 520.00
34.00 6.25 12.00 320.00
35.00 6.50 11.00 480.00
36.00 5.80 12.00 520.00
37.00 7.00 12.00 360.00
38.00 6.00 12.00 520.00
39.00 5.20 12.00 520.00
40.00 7.00 12.00 400.00
41.00 6.80 12.00 360.00
42.00 9.00 12.00 520.00
43.00 5.50 12.00 520.00
44.00 6.80 12.00 400.00
45.00 6.50 12.00 360.00
46.00 6.50 12.00 400.00
47.00 6.25 12.00 360.00
48.00 6.25 12.00 400.00
49.00 6.00 12.00 320.00
50.00 6.00 12.00 360.00
51.00 6.00 12.00 400.00
52.00 5.80 12.00 320.00
53.00 5.80 12.00 360.00
54.00 6.50 12.00 440.00
55.00 5.80 12.00 400.00
56.00 5.50 12.00 320.00
57.00 5.50 12.00 360.00
58.00 6.25 12.00 440.00
59.00 5.50 12.00 400.00
60.00 5.20 12.00 320.00
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Sim. no. Wall position (cm) Diode gap (mm) Diode voltage (kV)
61.00 6.00 12.00 440.00
62.00 5.20 12.00 360.00
63.00 5.00 12.00 320.00
64.00 5.80 12.00 440.00
65.00 5.80 11.00 320.00
66.00 5.20 12.00 400.00
67.00 5.00 12.00 360.00
68.00 4.75 12.00 320.00
69.00 5.50 12.00 440.00
70.00 5.00 12.00 400.00
71.00 5.50 11.00 320.00
72.00 4.75 12.00 360.00
73.00 4.50 12.00 320.00
74.00 4.75 12.00 400.00
75.00 4.50 12.00 360.00
76.00 5.20 12.00 440.00
77.00 5.20 11.00 320.00
78.00 4.50 12.00 400.00
79.00 4.25 12.00 320.00
80.00 5.00 12.00 440.00
81.00 5.00 11.00 320.00
82.00 4.00 12.00 320.00
83.00 4.25 12.00 360.00
84.00 4.75 12.00 440.00
85.00 4.75 11.00 320.00
86.00 4.00 12.00 360.00
87.00 4.25 12.00 400.00
88.00 4.50 12.00 440.00
89.00 4.50 11.00 320.00
90.00 4.00 12.00 400.00
91.00 4.25 12.00 440.00
92.00 4.25 11.00 320.00
93.00 4.00 12.00 440.00
94.00 4.00 11.00 320.00
95.00 9.00 12.00 400.00
96.00 9.00 12.00 440.00





Chapter 10

D - Waveguides and cavities

10.1 Rectangular waveguide

For a rectangular waveguide the EM-fields of the TEnm modes are given by [45]
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and for the TMnm modes by [45]
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10.2 Rectangular cavity

The rectangular cavity modes includes a third mode number l, which causes the
cavity to only allow certain resonant frequencies given by [45]
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(10.3)

The EM-fields of the a rectangular cavity’s TEnml modes are given by [45]
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and for the TMnml modes by [45]
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10.3 Cylindrical waveguide
The EM-fields of the a cylindrical waveguide’s TEnm modes are given by [49]
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and the TMnm modes are given by [49]
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Note that the polarization factor has been ignored in these equations. These factors
can be found in reference [49].
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